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'pits m m m m x m  : op oxmi'ion ; w  " m m m r  
Kssnocsir ato't- ei ctexelx acids
n *?VT -?,'V*v? • '
-n*& ♦  11^ ||l jj jjg I'lin'i [ '*- ’ ' i ' ' '»r t ^ g g j i g ,
• k rese tS o n . on th e  course fmd mechanism o f  which th e  
use' o f © p t ic e l ly  s o i i r e  co^pcmrda s ig h t ho ab le  to  throw  some 
l ig h t  • l a  th e  replacem ent by h yd ro xy l* o f  a hydrogen atom 
attached to  a . H w i ia r y *  c ^ ^ o r i  ■ acco rd in g ly * p* crxm etiiaX  
study o f  th is  ;prbhlssr ‘ male w ith  p&rfcieul r  re fe re n c e .
to  bxwietod chain  a lip h a tic -  c a rh o x y iie  c e lte *  ■■•
I t
rrAl.
\
{CH J C jO *«i o
. « . *  . in i  <M«
v «
\  /
■ 0 . ■
/  \
P W 0**
Si0 reset ion formulated above is glyeh in many ' . 
textbooks of organic chemistry as a general method'for the
preparation of' hydroxy. carboxyllo adds* ' ■ flie. fallowing passage* 
taken free* F omthsenf& ^  Ibxtbook of Organic' C^c J.stny^  -{IDiO}*
23B* C B isch ie 'L o n d o n ) is  'quoted &n un exam p ler
P j
a c id s  of t li©  fatty s e r ie s ,  
.containing so sgaaX number of carbon stoma . 
result--by direct oxidation •■if © €11 group,-■-■
I*e# m Herfciapy*: hydrogen ©im* to present -
• .:; - its tte original seid*,?-. - ', ■ .
. - . .■ Other references. to this general procedure aret-
rt,f •*> ^ H a r r is  s ®OT£*"nlQ C h e m is try1* {1053} 198 , .
• ;(Longm&ns/ Croon & Co*, tondon)* .
^  itt-t . totoi; ■'* Organic Chemist ly*1 (ICto) f "2
{Gornsy & toe7 co'4, / .
m m  {sd«) s 8 . . nCl z JL *try of Carbon'' Compounds*.. (1951), 780,
>3* 1
Since no recent. references to the uso :of iMs 
reaction could'b© found*. a .scftrch tas tiad© through ih© original 
literature in order to ascertain the o tended react lots 
conditions# The requited, experiments! procedure, which was 
located to a review hi ,/sr {1888},- is stated to bo as follows?
A slight excess of potassium permanganate solution 
{10 g*/l« } was added to. s^iX portions to the acid 
to excess sod tan hydroxide solution {51} at 100°, 
each portion being added only after the previous 
portion has boon completely reduced to r*crgcmese 
dioxide#
(The wmamt of excess- elhsli required is not laid 
down end differs in ©eoh experimental description}.*.,
Hiis general procedure appears in two lengthy reviews 
C v e r , . "  E# to -o 2 e « >  IC C ': ,  8 1 9 ,:  2 5 4  -  3 0 7 ;  ^ 2 2 >  1  o f  •
c crlsertsX evidence which Is used in support of iho slsicrrrii 
that a * tertiaryf feydrogsi In soluble organic snlctsttcee 
.such; so the salts of eerhoxylxc saids, may ha directly replaced 
by the. hydroxyl group* . - (A process named ^ direct lydro%yXsiIon<, 
Clio experimental evidence upon vMeli ihl*» general** 
lastion is based* • Is given below*-* ■ ■. -
- |b  Tf* (AotuOen, 1838 , 819 ,2 34  -  8D7| 2 2 3 , X -  71)
irirmilTm rrn ii'inriTil ii*fininHt><r»»t •** »jayu . jBfcUfciygwa#**
{lie loCH*C0oHm ■ .Using: the method outlined. ehoTO, •.- : 
'Kayer succeeded la isolating small/ -. 
qtsan titles of {MetoC.(Oil) *00^ 11. ton
.«S? ■ 4# *
t* e oxidation of ..-('l^)oGIB0oH#. .-. A "'■ 
copious .evolution'; of carbon dioxide 
occurred -on acidification and mch \
unchanged mt oriel was fTOovopoi*.
yield la not reported*
{ M e A f t e r  obtaining only poor yields.
of the cold {IToLc COU) *0^*00^11 
u s i n g  the pirns** Ibad taethod* M e y e r  
'addad s large'excess of sodim .
- - 4 -
■ hyo PCPSi da- to the solution and thus 
■obtatoec} Ilia hydros acid in-5855 yield*
MlXety V# ClMc?*# X8SG# 200* 201)*
■ j|©#Bt*,0E*CVl* TTsing the method prescribed by llsyar .
:. and sms SO g* of'cold, Hiller obtained
a small yield of l?0*St*CCOS}C%Rf
•-Cm#’
together with a large <yaantit.y of %m~ 
changed, material* some oxalic acid and 
' : a copious evolution of carbon, dioxide
on acidification of the alkaline 
'solution*
C 0}o€H#C:v**C\IT* Similarly* Hiller claims to have
J-O - -
o b t a in e d  { : &  } * c  ( 3 : : ) c ; u c d 0 i i  cs> a*» '*# ifc*
liquid, though the small quantity 
obtained seems to have nods Identifl**
■ . cation, nmmftmt difficult#. .
ledenbum & f^holmer* {"»or*'1880* 13, 5*75?* ;
f l * 3,CII*C%il* ISing *s aethofl, Ph.H&„C{QH)CO„H
.trTnrrT- „ r r n - , . ^ - r T ^ - . ^ . ^ - :. ^ rr Tr r  # &  -
~ - ; • wm obtained#. .v- Bo yield is given#
{ihe'authors were; concerned with 
• proving' the structure "of-hydrsttropic 
■■'■■- acid, and not with the preparation of 
"ctrolactie ©old*)
{fa}0CH{CTt* )0C. Wl« A mmll m m m a  of potiiss-taa
 ..........................fr * _  _  . * * » . . _
"■• p®vmmgnm%  $  s o l u t i o n  w a s  a d d e d  
'■■■.'■ to tho acid <20 g*) and notosalur
hydroxide (20 g») in water (I'OOO
e*c») et 100. ,* - Th® Imciom
' ■  O
{ %'0 ) o c |c i t> ) o C 0  v o a  r c r - c  is®
tin* •«*•• $4*
y i e l d *  - ■
fit® co n c lu s io n s  d r \  4® l?7 r e y e r  from  tM s -e v id e n c e  
Im ve b£sn V ^ J a d  doors b y  e u tb o n ite t lT O  te x tb o of“0 to  th o s e  in  
c u rre n t ttsa. w e n  tlion^h  t t e  * d i r e c t  b j i f ^ x y la t io i^  r e a c i io t i  
M s  become conspicuous by i t s -  absence in  p r a c t ic e *  A se arch  
tlOTgh the original litorotiiro;bss > 0T©slo3 tbs^ oo references 
t o  th e  ttso o f  t i l l s  r o s e ilo n *  o f  * \ ie T t  o n ly  obo r e p o r ts  th e  
f o r m a t io n  o f  t b s  e x p e c te d  p r o d u c ts * .  ' - T h o s e  ■ ' r e f e r e n c e s  o r e  ■ 
a s  fo llo w s !  -
T^^onee, If.7* {1*0 .8** 1S09#‘531| ' Pros* ■Cheau 10 o%
1541 j X W l*  4 7 ) *  :
. terrenes Investigated the effect of potssstaa
permanganate is dilute alltolina solution on tb©
s c ld s  i ) # - £ 1 1 )*  v } # v i )  end v i l ) .  s h o w n  in l&t&e 1* ■
In no instance was lie able to isolate any of the--.
cormsponding hydroxy acids or lactones. In sons 
instances# extensive decomposition occurred* whilst 
': :- In ethers* little or no oxidation e observed.
{however* tewrenee succeeded In converting acids 15 
■ ' ©.net ill) into the corresponding' lactones 11) and Iv),
each In about SOfi yield* by the use of potassium. 
dichrosaate in dilute sulphuric. acid I*
Flttir & nmm+ - (?nnelm* 1899*. 285)* .,2 ;-' •
Using t.te method militiad above, but employing m. 
soraiwbct sore dilute solution of sodium hydroxide 
(21) c*c**/10$}.# Fittig ©rd Hfon:claim:to have 
obtained ■‘the lactono 1x5 from the acid viii) 'In 31m . 
.y i e l d *  , ;
• -‘ ' • • . ■ ■ -  rv
hirstwlw ^n* <1*0*3*# 1830*'2064). '
fha synthesis of the lactone x!) from the acid x) - 
' was attempted# using the prescribed conditions of 
: oxidation. m Howevery it is •- stated that the method
proved unsuitable.
It:may be inferred from the above review that 
oxld&tion of" branched ' chain ccrboxyli.e: ©elds* using potassium 
permanganate; In -dilate alkaline solution Is not as specif la as
hoyor suggested* - end is -not a satisfactory general motliod for
-? •
TABLE I
(i) (Me)g.CH.CH.CHg.COgH
COgH
0 — * CO 
! I
(ii) (Me) «C .CH.CH
2 I
COgH
(iii) (Me) *CH.CH.CH0 .CO H 
2 | 2 2
CHgCOgH
0 —  CO
1 I
(iv) (Me) .C.CH.CH 
2 y 2
CHgCO^H
(v) (Me)g,C.CHg.COgH
CH .CO H 
2 2
(vi) Me.CH.CH .CO H
|  &  M
CH .CO H 
2 2
(vii) (lie) .CH.CH .CH.CH .CH.CO H 
2 2 j 2 I 2
COgH Me
(viii) (Me) CH.CH .CH.CO H 
2 2 ( 2
CH .CO H 
2 2
(ix).(Me) C .CH .CH.CH .CO H
2 1 -2 | 2 2
0 —  CO
t #  .
(x) Me.Et.CI-I.CH .CO II
j 2 2
0 —  CO
1 I
(xi) Me.Et.C.CH.CH.
< :
the preparation of hydroxy ©.aids*
• ::iiovertlisless* renewed ettempts have-bees* tmue to 
convert -.certain carboxyll© - ©elds {Ifos# i) to vl5 te Table XX) 
to the corresponding hydroxy molds tmder the conditions pre-- ■ 
scribed-- by Mayer* ' lbs - remits obtained* which amply confirm 
the inference already mad a* • are- summarised below#
In eaoh Instance* a cmsntity of potassium ate
was consumed which was -equivalent to that required for the : 
oxidation of the acid to the comesponding hydroxy ©eld' but., it . 
was found possible'to- isolate only w r y  small m m  titles of the . 
corresponding cx-hydroxy mX6st no £ -hydroxy sc ids and leas then 
10$ of the theoretical quantity of y-hydroxy acids* ./The form­
ation of large'quantities' of carbonate* and the recovery of 
©bout 11 ?£ unchanged starting material* showed that the sain
oxidation, was deep seated and that ■ the -reaction Is unsetlafactory 
as a general method for the .preparation of hydroxy adds*
Similar experiments' ware- repeated ;at lower temperatures and " "T 
greater dilutions* In •an.:-attempt to promote loss vigorous . 
oxidation but the results wore as unsatisfactory as. those .. 
outlined above*
Accordingly*. It became necessary to devise suitable 
•methods by which e&pboxylie 'acids could be oxidised, to 
" cor respond lug hydroxy: acids In raascmab iy good yields before
Trtm&s m d  fopmnl^t of the Bpsmchod Che.in €*r’bas ,^llc"A.cid3 
Ozldlz®d a i i r ln g  t x o  eomrae o f  t h i s  In v e s t ig a t io n  to g e th e r  
•w ith  th e  c o rre s p o n d in g  h y d ro x y  ra id s * .  .
e o rrc s p c m d irg  H ydroxy H e ld
/  \ /**■ ,***i; v*-* „i <4*-
i i
/ \C%ff
cK ^ m e th y l*  
butyric-
c< ~ y h e ry l-*
^ r o y i o n i e
ale) ■
sc ^  /  \ cc f - i*
o on
-
JL*'l. CO rtii ■&
^ » h y d ro s y
c< m e t h y l * *
; butyric -
o< - i r y d r a e y  
c< -yhonyX - 
^ r o p d o n ia  ‘ ^  
(htroXoctie)
lfeN / I I
iis^  N CHnC o„n
« P  . * *
lie  - v H 
. N0
E t '  NC % C C bII
£  - m e t h y l *  
butyric
£ - m e th y l *  
valeric
o  OH
T \
ft~$f$dvtmj 
/3  m e t h y l * *
Cl^ COpIi tatyria
M# OH
■ Ne //  Nc iy s ' t-fxm* •£‘..ii*
f t  ^ t i y d r c s q  
/3~®et4iyX*
HO HN - /
St {CHoJoCOoS£* iCi
Ka n  
' c '
m / s ( c $ , ) „ c o rti
fc^ P *&* ■*>
Y -m e th y l*
eeorole
y  ~phanyX * 
T O le r ie
Me ■ OH
\c'
y  - h y d r o x y  
y -ciethyl-*
' s{CH2)2COsn eeprolo-
ife on 
N j '
H i"  N(0Kn )r>C0o II
y * h y d ra s y  
y  ^pheny l-*
y s io r ie
SO ■ H\
_  c13/ X
( c t u 0co,A £
Y  —* : c t l  
o c to io
jy l- Y-hydroxy 
■ y-raethyl- 
Ban' • {CB<> )„C0oH octol®
le oil 
NJC<
4 * *<# .
-10-.
the main purpose of the investigation * the study of the * 
behaviour of optically set lire eo^o >ri*s * could be profit ably
m r « r \  - . - ' ■ - - . • - - - - ..    ..............
After- irircrma attempts'to effect • the desired typo 
of onltoilcm hy scars of other oxidising rebuts 1lad proved 
■mimmmBBtal (the roagosts uaM sra the prochiota of.taMailoir 
ore *>r-- -rtocd in - ue -III)*, attention vcs once more directed 
to.?rrd& .potss JL n permanganate to alkaline solution*
Since the r^ * irec! oxidation represents. a two- 
electron change* {as distinct from the reduction of permanganate, 
to manganese dioxide which Is a three-electron chargeI* it was 
anticipated' that the reaction process rcighi he- considerably, 
simplified by the toXXoirtog modifications*
-I) By greatly increasing the concentration of alkali* so 
■ V  ~t the per-rrganate could be reduced only as. far as ' . 
msngaraie {this represents a ono-aloctron change)* ~...
II) By using potassium isanganato to dilute alkaline solution 
as the oxidising agent* : (On-reduction to manganese 
dioxide* a two-electron change takas place)* i Each 
of t: w^o mDdiflceti~^s proved to. he partially .. . 
mieeesstoX* .'
; I )  By the use of permergcnct e to concentrated slfcaltoa 
solutlon* very good yields of - ftothOf~ and yVhydroxy• acids* -.
-tat still uc^-hydroxy gelds* could ba isolated*.,.--- - ■
-XX'
TABLE I I I
DETAILS OP USSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS 
OP TUB BRANCHED CHAI1I CARBOXYLIC 
TABLE IX , TO THE CORKESPOSDIHO
FO' OXIDIZE SOME ' 
A01D3 : SIIOBW - IE 
, EIDBOXT ACIDS
Acid Eeegeftt ■ Be suit
(X) Ms ■ . H 
VC/.
Et' N COpH
He . H
'e g
m '  ciucOrtHat *£»
Me ' H ■ v " • 
Et' N (Clio )oC0«H& 4M>
Un0pl30%) in water 
” In  HCOnH 
1! in AC OH
Each acid was converted 
(in part) into the 
corresponding peracldt 
oxidation being other­
wise negligible.
(2 ) He ' H 
NC '
Et/ vCO„H|G»
*,*ia W
Nc^
Et< V (GH„)„C0oHeij tj sij
OrO* in ACpH
and (AC)„0Am»
■Oxidation was'vigorous,* 
giving complete degrada­
tion to CQq and HoO*$*»
(3 ) As in (1) above y.'.-KgCrgOy in . . 
aqueous EgSO^
Gxidatipn was,slight* 
even after some 12 hrs. 
a t XOO°.
(4 ) As'in (I) above Xlfn04 •in acetone Bo, oxidation occurred 
even after refluxing 
for some 12 lira.
(5 ) Ma~ 'H 
Fh' NCOoII
font on * s Beegent 
FeSO* + llnOp In 
dilute HgSOi
Beset Ion at room temp* 
was rapid, giving ■ 
i> Me*Ph.*CO* (20?) 
ii) Copious CQ> . ‘ 
ill) Unchanged hydra- 
tropic acid (50^ )
li) By the us® of laenipnat©. ill dilute ■mlkaXir-a solution,
g o o d  y i e l d s  o f y -hydroxy. acids w e r e . obt aimd, b u t  n e i t h e r
ror/8 -hydroxy,-raids could he Isolated*' • (The results
obtained are ounmcrissed in' Table 111}*
T m  p& m  1 eul* r . reset Ions out lined above# -whereby m
1 tertiary* hydrogen a iota ~ Is successfully replaced by the
h y d r o x y l  g r o u p ,  h m ®  b e e n  s t u d ie d  b y  ■ I i t j W O f i e e l l y
active compounds* - - Since no detailed invest lg*> * % one into the -
■ mods of replacement of hydrogen by hydroxyl have previously
‘been reported, no 1^ “ c~lnle assumption as. to the general nature
of the reaction (whether it bo s homolytie, meleophille • or •
elect rophilie ..replacement} can. he., made* ,' Before .nn ...inter-...
: : :
- preteiion of the results obtained by the use of: optically
■active compounds Is attempted, sons of the gor.orol doCmc*ions
that can be <5rev,m from a toorlodge of the stopic cccr-w® of a
reaction, are disc i* ;
r z m & B ' :of ' axirvTO*? tbptbi raisor
iU  C f l lu t®  "'t?0\ (TBITD,* «— ►
•*tW ,*£■> j* (»r£
In • concentre tod I's-TI (T^O*# * T** iW • # ♦ • ' *"* O4 Ib dilute lAoA (TV 1:04 l!a^ j)
Acid
O x id is e d
Yield of Hydroxy 
A c id  o b t & i r e d  b y
P ro c e d u re  ,
Other Products ■
O b tc lu e d  b y  P ro c e d u re
A ‘ B au - k. - ■ . B ... ... - c
tfr** ■ • |.f :
sc //
E t/ x COoII&J
T w e e SO A ■ 0 tftJaBUCQ*21 —«*• ; *«?*% «*4> f»A ^fc'i * Lt U * V w •
MO H
■ve /^ ^ f** ^  :^sfC'U S ■...
T race 90 ‘ 0
• as
J!e*Fh#C0* 
?h«CO,H' /:£f
. - ---- H a .FH .C 0.*
Ph.COgK
F
•v*’ c. -A £1
vc ^
r e '  v C%*O0a B -
0 ■ 0 0 M ft -, n . ‘ ~
e ' H ■
' c '  - .
I t  >C fl*.C0o H •■iL# ,<m •
0 0 ■ . 0 meJSt.CO*25 V e .S t* c q .* K a .E U C O .* '
* ■ t?,- ■•*5.
E tx 's < ca *)0co„H
- *t /v:;{iw /y 70 c ^
*!*£If* 4 f* A .*“* w # t* ♦•v V #. . ,— •
Ha It .
i"5t-s /  \  i  h i t  \  A  ft
J- i-V - ^ VJ?'v-A^r*ij / ^*4^ \ A r k  I
Jfi* -&r £r- -.
10 SO 70
38?
M e*P h*O 0/“ .— * ~ ~
Te ‘ II 
^ € /
Sar y ''(C a ,5 oC0oH
: — 60: TO. .: . . . ~— - . a----- - - .
w I mis evolution of COg together with » recovery of some 
tineliiuigad sold* .
-14*
2» k h  vm of o w y  * ^ r r  '-actvm c r-ryr-M nr - ' •
, TXm | 0 F  - -|>^^C T I0 ^  - Y^cn^rm
2*1* ’ The ’’aldort Invert on? ^"oiicms In
j a--- n^i^sa*s»snWMa*»ai^-.'-vwreWtt»^^ a ~ w tiM frMifjBs i ^ ^ j a taflpawiHWEsj^wwiwwi w f i ^ iHpwj w MW**—
. . :.ativeraion of Kier^oel o x Corfu - < or*
It Is not-withcrat-: Interest to reeall that it was 
'attempts to explain the p i l i n g ;phenomenon.• of • the balden 
Inversion. w M e h  resulted -in the .femulation of theories of the 
tmohmlzm of i ^1"cogent or substitution resetlops In orfyrio 
cotspounds* ■.' 2bs. greet eat - difficulty to he -overcome in the - study 
of the 1 %mx Inversion w m  that of relmting. sign of -notation • 
and configuration ■■in reactants and products-.* -
fbe direct experimental solution of this problem uroa 
due largely to the work of Kenyon and eo-TOrkers' {Kenyon, 
Phillips and '2arley/j*G*3*» 1925, 599y Htasssr Ksnyon and 
".Phillips, 1,C 1929, 1700) 'Kenyon- and' fhllllps, -Trana*'' Fara*'
2oo*# 1930# 29, 451)." ''Kenyon,, Phillips &m! Taylor,- iF*Cv3'*,- 1033* 
175?:: Kenyon, Phillips end Pittman* 3*C*3*, 1935, X07S)* who . 
thereby -paved the wey to a fuller understanding of the 
phenomenon ana the subsequent' use of optically active. compounds 
in tu@ study of the mechanism of organic reactions fKonyon, " 
Ball* Son* Ohim* do Francs, 1951, .. 18* - C«S4}«p
":-/■. - fha sseehcnisr. whereby tho Bolden 'Inversion occurs
was satisfactorily explained by c. pilection of- the transition-
steta theory* The transition-state theory CwMch.wss first
clearly emmcistad by 0* 'II* lewis In 192'3, and later ampLlfled 
by London and especially by Polsisyi) posttilsios- a mechanism for 
displacement reactions of V~o types -
JC *  A  - :. Y  > * A  -  X  * .  ■ T  -
{when X, A and X may bo ©t«3* or groups of elcmi% 
charged or uncharged)*- •
In this Kocb^loci, the breed 1 g of the A — X  bond Is 
envisaged ®.& tming^ ajnohrommM with the forumtlon of a. bond 
b^ * *3 ■* A : and X*' a *1 I^t loti «te to x^~A— T  thus being.
a^ed, in which all X ^ 0 0 groups bce-orao attected by partial .
..In particular* 1/on Y is an atom or .groan attached 
to a' carbon atom In an organic compound* it-'has. been -shown* 
both experiment ally • and theoretically* that a direct" displace­
ment of Y by X normally trices place vis a- transition state of 
slraeitirar-
!v*X
\/
* r * -
\
-
in wblsti the three" undisturbed group©* .fbt. ■&,,. E* and the
•«*!* * v j .
cant pal ■carbon atom*, to which they remsln att ached* are co~ 
Planar* It will be seen that inversion must always occur
- 1 0 *  '
when.a reaction. • proce"Cs yip 0 transit loti- stale liavlng. ilils '
structure*-.;:.-■■■■■ . ; :
0* .2* reactions ^  iltirg in retention -of Confipu ration*
»>iiWiinTf)rntfTr>fr*7m*nc<ri»<y<Tii~iiT)»iiri:ii.T -~^ *tjnjrnT^ !DrfBrrrrmf>.ni*r'<"i»»wi nnrnwr< i i*i»i in^'^ inr>*iii<VTiii»ri*itat~w~*i ^ rirMrfvrfbnn'nt 7> riTTf^ nrfy—nTffrri Ttfnn1 f i»M,w,"" r iBii«irrnrnrt*T~iiTiiiiiiTiirn'fii|tri,ow rfM~-TTiimr“iiiii 'w i m jii '(i T iiff^-r'ii fr iiiT '• •rrri'^r
It was pointed out by Kmtym and 1 llllpa {Trera*
Far* So®** 1930* 26, 451) that retcm* Ion of -configuration coaid 
■ bo 'the ret result of rr oven rsambor of process*** each giving 
iOTsrsiar* Itowaver, retention of configuration- may also-
occur - oaring a few specific reactions (I*e* the hydrolysis 
of cX halogano solos) ©s s result" of intm-molecmlsr ponding.
. In tl 0 transit ion -side; examples of this phenomenon will be 
given later* "
2* 3* * actions r e s u l t  1 m  in rrcmisnt * m »  ' -.
-mtViHfirr^rmnr-tOiV'mm -nitiiTffi fj i^i riYtntnm ^iir  t i r - ,jirtr-^i f— ■■r,'Yttfr"i>lr'- -^ifm ;r>’■ ii.nTi-' nr 1
In addition to displace art reactions on. the 
asymmetric carbon atom of an optically active - compound 
resulting In retention of optical activity {either with - 
. Inversion or ret ant ion of -corf igarei ion) * many displacement 
reactions are known which result In considerable, or complete* 
loss of optical activity* -• Such reactions, are thought to • 
nroeeed via "the formation' of the free 'organic radical or Ion*
n’ *.«S*MWlCu)«afr ^
IwTVt-C* - This radical: or ton ThF0!XC ssy be famed as nJL. &<* u JL O
result of either © unl-abiecul&r breaking of the C * Y bond, 
or *m attack on T by the reagent. X* The former mode of
-17-
fornctlon rnij be brought ©bout cither bosolytlaally# by 
thermal ©citation, or heteroXfileslXy, hj solration* The 
latter mol 3 of formation oocura when X aitsetcs Y, displacing 
B^ tbJhrC ®s © rad leal or ions- , •JL *# O ,,
T"? ' ' T% ?T» f*iv* _ At i*f *iO
•i ■ O A  /
. 0—T 4 X 35F& ** y  C:— 'v «***•»»X #fJ* 0 4* IT—X
E f  E l  t%3 ■ O*-
In contrast witli the direst displacement reactions dlscussed 
In Seat Ion 2*1*, in which X -attacks tbs asyEsaetrle earbon atom,, 
d i s p l a c i n g  Y t —
- - a  v  .. j /  %
4* ' . ~ Ti 4* 3T' /  1 ^&  L
%
11?9'# o
This-organic radical or* ion will remain free until It collides 
fscroiirebly wIt!i-% or*' & molecule containing X (often the 
solvent)# If such! collisions ere Infrequest# ..sufficient time 
will -elapse prior to further reaction for the group % % % 0  
to become planar, or possibly for the central carbon, at-am to 
* s^ sb arbitrary runbT of tlmoa through th@ plane,
so represented In the eci >*Iont—
-13-
R1 : :  ^ hV^*- * /  *V*
fi ff
/  . : . .. \  :, 
'V'V
Wxfl*' • fo  o
1b either esse, X will be free to add on either side • 
of the Bln.no and hence, statistically, there should he
an equal i j ** of inversions end re tent ions of eoaflgurat Ion# 
If the starting material Is optically active, then a mac" ^ Ism 
such os this will clearly result In co^leto rsoeraisotion#
If, h o w e v e r ,  collisions between the free radical 
or Ion, &.roy,C Bn^ t b o  substance. containing X are. very'A W .
frequent {as will be the case, for example*' when X Is part of 
the sol vent 5, there ray be occasions when the C~X bond b Ins 
to form before the group % % % £  is MretleaXly free* In 
such cases, one side of the molecule will be shielded from 
attach, and partial inversion of configuration will result* 
{Thus, In the nn* molecular hydrolysis of optically active 
alkyl halides, racamisation 1 *> been shovm to be accompanied 
by partial inversion of confin ration, c*f# hughes: Chem* 3ae«, 
Cusrierly Be views, 1951, (V, !lo*3, 255}* ' ,
In this way, the various paths that the stereo- 
chemical course, of n reaction can follow {that is, complete 
.’Inversion, complete retention, and partial or complete
rncsmlsmtion) have been theoretically explained* • Independent
*
investIgstlore have provided strong support-' for-, these explan-' 
atlotis, which era tjcwr . generally accepted* It la, therefore,. 
profitable to use optically active compounds In the study of 
the median ism of organic reactions*
■ Thus, In' & reaction during 1 j.ch X, attached to the 
asymmetric carbon atom-In an optically active -compound 
ILlyiyc-X# Is- replaced by Yi ~
jt O'
' Iero activity in the produet Is clear
evidence that the group K^r^IwC has been kinetic ally free, as 
a radical or Ion, at some stage during the course of the 
r e a c t i o n ,  l i e  ' '
- r «ni3to rot or* lor of activity In %!kgVC«Y Is 
dlagn-ostic of a direct aisplrecj^nt Cor possibly a sequence 
of direct displacements) on the asymmetric carbon atom*
Hence, It may be seen that the stersochemlcal method 
of studying reaction mechanisms constitutes a singularly 
powerful approach Is aing - to unambiguous conclusions*
. Ones the stereoehemie&l course of a resetion hea 
been date mined by the use of optically active compounds, a 
fuller picture of the reset ion may often bo built up from-a 
knowledge of the nature of the reactants and products*
2 m €* teoIeooMlle PispIacement Beset ions*
The n m  of optically active oorapemnds 1 o proved 
particularly fruitful in m detailed Investigation of. alkyl 
tel Ida displacement reactions carried out by iaiglios, .Ingold 
.end co-workers (Hughes: Cliem* Soe*# Cixarierly Reviews, 1951, 
V, -!o% 3*5* They found that?- 
. {I) w lieu, the rata of hydrolysis of m% rteyX tel Ida ■
«< s eosiX order,. «. u was dcaordoni upon the concent n»tion of 
hydroxide Ian, the configuration of the product was inverted, 
while
{ill when the rata irdonerdent of hydroxide 
ion,, the ’product' was highly raeemlsed*-
They were, .therefore, able to conclude1 that In
reactions of type (I), the attacking agent was the hydroxide 
Ion, and,' Since the halide ion m b s one of the products of 
reaction and the configuration of the.product was Inverted, 
the reaction wss formulated as a direct .displacement • of the 
halide Ion by the hydroxide ions-
S— S** ’ ■ -
HO:* 4 . €~!lal 5^  HO— C— Hal EO-C 4 tel ' -
(It may be m m  that, the;-Mustle evidence, considered in. 
conjunction. with the mcleophllle nature of the hydroxide
ion*, leads to the conclusion that a mcleophiXIc attack • Is 
ths ret ^determining st am while tlie ates^otf/^icol evidence 
shows that tho attack' tS  pl&ce directly on. ttia asymetrle 
carbon atom,, with the simultaneous displacement of-' halogen 
ion)*. '
. ■•■ For* reactions of type {III, however, Hughes* Ingold 
et«nl# postulated an initial slow ionisation of the-alkyl
••WgpOm^Hi ii WwnaHimWHi
■halide-as the rate-deiermining step* followed by n rapid 
reset ion between the resulting esrboBiimr ion and the' solvent•
. f t - lla X  u *  *  rB a l*
' ' "  - f a s t  ' .
IT * T^Q ■ Its OH ♦ H
A reaction following such © course should bo independent of 
the concentration of hydroxide ion and should result in 
ra c ami s at ion • (<0 iO fact that reeerdeetion is found to bo
Incomplete is ©Iso- accounted for satisfactorily by this 
forsnzlstionj ■ thus* the second step, being © reaction with the 
solvent, should be very rapid and hence should occur occasion­
ally before B* is completely free#
Cowdrey, Hughes and Ingold {I# Cham* Soo#, - 1937, 
1252) have also lied the 'kinetic method'to © study of the ' 
hydrolysis o f optically active oUfcromoproplonic ©dd* By
altering-the conditions, they found that .the hydrolysis was 
effected by both the udmoloeulrr rrd the Mreleeul^r ^ octanism* 
'tat that, ~ eas the MmoleeiilEP roctanlstn g*r*e the sc tod 
si eric-' result of eossplete Inversion of configuration* tml— 
molecular reactions of the anion of the add proceeded srith ' 
almost complete retention of configure! ion, Instead of tbs' _ . 
expected rpcemlsgtlon with Inversion* fha. explanation 
advanced Is as follows?-
Paring lb© process of unlmolectiler ionisation* the 
carboxylsto % m  group is.orientad pjcj from the recoding 
•an loti 5- ,
CO
/  \
. 3P. C 0~
' - . N 
In the cattoonlum ion so fonaed* attraction between the .
positive charge on the asymmetric carbon atom cmd. the negative
charge on t he itoa Is pictured m  bolding the
00
/  \#* € rs - '
group In a pyramidal configuration,..thus- forcing the attacking 
group to enter Into the position vacated'by .the bromide ion, 
and giving retention of .configuration* .
The stereochemical ** ♦hod of investigating reaction 
iscl^isi^^ has also h e m  atmlxed to reactions which are con­
sidered to 'proceed by m fr*** t ^Xcal mechanism, although It 
would seem that bo such. Invest tion m  free radical re&etlcft 
in aqueous solution has boon recorded* In fact,., aost 
re action a >'"Icn proceed by «x free radical-EiaehsBlsM occur In 
the £8a as o~*. In. non-polar solvents, and, until recently.
It was presumed that reactions would not proceed by a free 
radical. meeiianisn 1b aqueous or other highly polar solvents* 
hiree It Is thought probable that the oxidations 
effected by "0 a^olum pamrnganrta In concentre ted' i&l&X&ie 
solution proa sd by a free radio si. mechanism, there follows 
b brief • survey, of the ovidones In favour of the' occurrence 
of free radical reset Ions In'aqueous a elution#
3* 1# radical react Ions, compared with Ionic reactions*
In general,, a covalent bond in a molecule .mmy be 
broken homolyiloaXXy to g iv e  two free radicals or heterolytlo 
ally to give Iona,:and while the former mode of fission is 
considered to be usual in gas phase reactions (and, In fact, 
would normally require far less.energy than a heterolytle
fission) Its occurrence in solution 'was,- until recently, * 
considered Improbable# ' ' this was-based on the"realisation' 
that solvation would result In stabilisation of Ions .whereby 
molecules of the. solvent, ' acting ss dipoles, reduce • the 
effective charge on the Ion by greatly Increasing Its radius* 
Urns, when hoterolytie fission occurs in solution, the release 
of energy on solv&ilon of the Ions formed brings t o total 
energy required for toterelytlo fission below that required - 
for free- radical formation, since free radicals era isieli less 
strongly 'solvated' than ions* - Solvation Is greatest- In © 
solvent with a large dipole moment rod a high dielectric- 
constant*
Beeent. work (sore of ■Which Is outlined below) 
suggests, however, that free- ■•radical reactions- are- 
is polar solvents, even in aeneous solution, wvon sufficiently 
powerful free-radical producing reagents ere employed, or - 
wly&n Ilie radicals formed by hemolytic bond fission are com- - 
panatively stable Cl*®# when there is a •high degree of ’ ' 
resonance .stabilisation in the radical)*
3* 2* fhe Tree hydroxyl ^  11 leal In iprepyn
' ' Once s free radical Is p* x u t  is solution, the ■ 
surrounding sheath of solvent molecules will' tend to favour m  
exchange • reaction with m solvent- molecule, and hence prevent
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its recombination with a second radical* / Thus* reactions 
initiated %  fraa radicals in solution can hecoiso reactions 
chare ct eristic of the solvent* %  & suit able choice -of - 
solvent* however* the free. radical. can be. eontlrrcmsly 
regenerated in type by .such..a solvent .-eollisiot! i*.e»s- :
. ' ♦OH ^ 1^0 ■ B^O 4* -'‘ Oil
or* possibly*-
■ *0!feC0oH- ^ Oif^eOoH -  ^ fOoH. ♦ ♦OHoCC4* A* ■ ‘ &* *J* w
■ : therefore* reset ions of the free hydroxyl radical 
can be studied in aqueous- saint ion and solvent o ^hcngo will 
not. modify the type of reset ion tat ms roly prolong the life 
of the' r&dlc&l • until it collides favourably with e solnt© 
or another red led* tbmy reactions have hoar 
investigated which era thought- to involve the product ion of 
the free hycl rOrfvy 1 radical in aqueous solution and a few of 
t he as are described below* • - . .
1} Irradiation of ^r
Chernies! react ions can often be brought about 
by irradiating aqueous solutions with X-rays* or with 
-tides* It is considered probable that the following 
sCiteso most satisfactorily represents the'observed changes?
At .aom© distance’from the free hydroxyl' radical, the 'ejected
electron;will have slowed down sufficiently to react with a 
water molecule: '
e 1^0 '■■-■— — ^  '-'II*' 4 01 r  ■&F
Hie hydrogen atom and .the hydroxyl radical* produced at a 
distance from- one  ^~ ’ •‘C* ‘will of* so persist long cr.yegh to
** ct with solute scoloeules* flms. Stein and ’.Velas (Bature,
-1948* 161* 650} found. tw i 'Bstodl aqueous solutions of
tenser©, ■ cm treatment with X-rsys, yield hydrogen.# phenol, 
diphenyl and a trace--of tcr-h:nyX* . flee production of t* 
.compounds..can -be-satisfactorily explained by postulating n  
attach on. tte-.tensena melons by the free hydroxyl radical:.
P M  * *011 Hi* -4 Mo0&*
followed by cither: ' 0''
. % m *  e M~ph; =.-.
.or - ■' ?!i*  4 ♦OH " fhOH ' *
fils® in accord with the shove scheme,•'-Painto C nt ire, 19*17,
160* ’ 288)-baa found that ssrylonitrli© In dilute' solution
tinci-srgoes polymerisation "on Irradiation. by X-rays ory-reys* "
II) Irradiation of hy^romn rerovlde with ultra
yToi*rTT~Tar r V w W j ' ^
€hem?*8oc*# 193?* SO* .543} to result. In the; formation of fres 
hydroxyl radicals:
HoOb * hv - S^assK^fe S*0H
Such a theory Is In *acord with the observed decomposition 
of hydrogen roroxido into water ami oxygon*„when ezpm&<3 to* 
u*v* light* (a) and the production of.glycols when oleflnes - 
are oxidised by hydrogen mroxlia In the yreoero© of tuy* 
light* (b) ' ■ ■ =• ■ ' h :
(aj &3H --»> % 0  + 0 (b) p  —  C( +201! — ►  •— €— 4 —
.>20 -— ~> %  -; : ■ >■ '■ ; on on
111) Trrv*IJatlon solutions c o n t a i n ^  
o (? ,*♦ TPTTir ultra viol -** 2,a
Sates* Evans and TJW (rr tnre* 1850* 869} ■
have shown that sen©cm solutions of the comlox ion Xok^'OIH,
iSon irrrdlaio-j with tuv* light (SOU —- 41^1/} eoa attaok
eornole null to- give o* si & t* l^ ydroxybensoio solds* - 'fto
results obieined.-by s Mreiic analysis of the'reaction are 
in. accord with the proposed theory that free hydroxyl, radical; 
era produced by the. daoompositlon of the f^rrle-lprdxmlde.Ion
complex? - •. ... - ■ . : -
l*V*0lf* :*ssffl3ss& ' F©*"* 4 ♦011
, lv) Font on ^0 '
In Xr51, Fatar and oIbb i?room foy* Soe*t 
ICC I, A# 147, } suggested t' ~t V  o first stage In v  3 ■♦  *  ^ t r a iw i t iw *  V  W  >»<•*■
oxidation of ferrous,salts with hydrogen peroxide involved
the formation of .© free hydroxyl radical by the. process:
# - 4  A  « «  4 4  4 -  . _  _  . . . . . .  „ra ■■■,-:■ .4 m w  ,   :■_■ fa h 4 ; ♦OH- 4 > a
fills theory satisfactorily accounts for the greatly enhanced
oxidising power of hydrogen peroxide In the presence of trie 
fenroiie ion Cor other eotollla ions cop able of tmler^ cl. g & 
cmo-eloctron change)-, and -a great deal'of experiments! 
evidence has Mime been occmmlat-ed In support of tills 
. fspoliation*
M*0* Evens' et»oX» (batum, 151C, 64*. 404) have _ 
applied the polymerisation-test"to Fenton1 s reagent, using
aenylonllrlle • 3* 3#* h e lm } -©rd hme ihare’by demonstrated
1he production. of' fro® r&diesls, while Stein and toiss ;- 
(j*. C«.£*t 19-10,-2074}. xre shown that', the reagent will 8ttsc& 
nitrohensene to;give o*-g, trna j^ mltrophenols together with soma 
m^-dlnitro diphenyl* toe toms t ic® of these substances cm. 
only, ho satisfactorily explained .by postulating on ctiselron 
the bensena' nucleus by the tree h&draxfl radical*
Ttmt the daocssposit ion of potass tost permsngsmste 
In ecmcantroted alkaline solution proceeds yla ths^ formation of" 
free hydroxyl radicals, was first proposed by Stsgn (Signssas 
ftrawer methods of. Volumetric toe 1 m l  Analysis*,- 1938, 55),- 
to order to account tor the greatly Increased re-set ivity -of 
this reagent,. toon used rs ©n oxidising rgont In concent noted 
alkaline solution* e tormilatei S o first
H9|** . *. : Oil* w sO^~ * • *0X1
the enhseqaent formation of arising iron cither1, the"
disproportlsration of two hydroxyl rsdieslst
9 Oil ii^oyO 0
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ox* tlib reaction between permanganate and hydrogen. • peroxide 
formed by the addition of two hydroxyl radicals* Hie groat 
reactivity of such solutions was postulated. a a being an© to 
reset ion fcetwson hydroxyl radicals and' the auhat «tnoe • o&ldlsed • 
■."• This theory was also proposed t y M e  (J* Amer# - 
Chon* Soe*f 1948* 39*73)* who mode a kinetic study of the 
reaction -between potassium •peracmganate and barium hy&raxlde 
and concluded from lila r@sn.lts that %fm - reaction was hast - 
' represented by an initial feat equilibrium • reactions -
«* : : ^ r 2** ':
* OH jssssssssS’ + *0H
In view of the great significance of thla postulate
to the present work* & r- f^til -study of *T o docotxposiiion of 
■potassium 'por^ angmiete. In- al&sllno solution is being Bads and 
the preli^ irsyy results support the theory if "t free hydroxyl 
radicals rro Involved* Too poXynerlsstlon test using ccrylo** 
nltrile for- the presence of fro© redlcc-lo ?3oo Coot Ion S.* 3*#
bolow) 1m s  bean applied with positive results* ■
3* 3* Pat act ion of fro© *“><3 Seals In t crooks PoXri 
• ' Tto polymerisation of a ^ro^?r?
She polymerisation of & monomer may be
Initiated fey m free radical ©©cording to the following
s&nevaX schema? .
• : bce « ca> *  : x *  : - — >. nc:i «* citbx« * . ■ ■ «*
r t  . *  c *> ♦  m i  -  c ^  ^  i -  .-c it* *  c ~  -  o w e
jS *  *  # j r  • • «k Orf * V
etc*, where X 1b any free radical* H m *  far example* If a '
.ffKSWBOVGMtt “  ^
fow drops of ©crylcmlt-rUa maro'm** w  ©died to m freshly 
prepared ©cpetms solution of Fenton* s r*c £p it (See 3* .&.#* above), 
0 white floeotilent .precipitate of the ^olynor..very soon appears 
{Svobs end- Erls ' lature* 1919* 64* 401)* Hie free radical In 
tills Instance .Is considered .te.be hydroxyl* produced fey the 
first stage, of the oxidntion of .ferrous. tom .
■ ' F0+* ■■■;'•+;': % %  ' 1--->  I'Q*** * Olf ■' ' * . 'O il
(Polymerisation may ©Iso he initiated by a heterolysls of '
iha alible bond cataly^^ by -electrophilic reagents snob es . .
Bib or A1C1^« - ■ Hie following schorro probably portreya the o o
assort lei step©? ■' " ■' :
TV^ I4. i V j J ca>' ♦  a ic iu  ,. —*» rch -  c a , -  n c i , .
k*  . ' O  . - i f *  . . .<£* «  O
ran  -  c i v ~ a ic i~ >  eca *  <* V> —•>■ ecu -  ch„  -  cim -  cnrt -  n c•v ■ & *J ■. ** . t  -> ■ ^  ; .
etc** . However, stioh c& t& X ya is  Is only observed, i n  non** 
solve ting, media)* •..
£1} Cgfplytlr* offset- of free radicals on the -" 
r uto t in ^ flv'> of tet m  I in
; fi>£S.C& ©t* •£ StOrS* * •£# * S t * * * ! ! ;  Xv&«f £  Svl}« Xilf
atttooeldation o f  t e t r e l i n  In v o lv e s  th e  fo rm atio n  o f  f e tp a l in
hydroperoxide {which eim to isolstod) ini the react!ob la 
i n i t i a t e d  by tli® .a tta ck - o f  a f r e t  ra d ic a l?  ;
■ B « H % X* ' *»— >■ . . B* * EX
(tstralln) {sob-3 free " 
radical) ■■
B* >  Cb — >  BQb*
boa- ♦ -Bir — >  ... icuir *■ n*w
!Kms the rate of' ea^ rgess upturn# and the length of the initial 
induction period may to m o d  m . i  measure of the nrator of
free radicals produced by the catalyst used#
Hi) The Isalnt ion . of .a Product formed by BSmerieaficm
..' . ' fhe collision "of two free radicals will, of ten 
result- in dimorlsatioru - . Therefore* the fomation of s.compound 
B-B as one of the products of a reaction, tmdargoBS by'the 
compound It~% 1b m  indication that the radical *B may h a w  been 
f ormcd during the reaction# . It'is considered probable that : 
such familiar reactions as the JColto and hurts syntheses of
hydK^oarboits occur by ibis mech&nissru " (B’eiss,' franc* Bar* 
So©#* Discussion," '1947f 116), suggests' that radical-Ions such
as' ; v
*o _/■— v .
\ /
0
arc stabillEOd' because the ■ charge hinders miiuoX interact Ion* 
It is possible that e similar impulsion effect between the 
negative radical ions (a), which-are postulated as Inter- • 
mediates during the -oourso -of1 the-reactions studied* :asy ■ 
account for the - failure 'to- isolate'any dehydyo-dltser lb) after 
oxidation with potassium permanganate* : - ' .
(a) > ;
r> f 'fri? 1 r '
-&*C 11 4
S.R, .C(CHo>-.C0„
(b) 1 1 " r: £‘
U.E-, .C(CH*L.C0o‘
* 1  l i ,  & *
O * The StepaochernicaX Course of Free Badleal Facetious
Of the recorded studies of the meclienla s of. free 
radical reactions by -the stereochemical ssitaS, very sp-poors 
to have been macs In aqueous solution* , Eoarevaxv Brown, 
IQi&raseh and Chao Cl* tear* Ches* Boa-*, 1940, 62, 1435), 
using optically actIra l-chloxxH&H3etftylbatenef ‘ have shown • •
that photochemical or peroxide catalysed chlorination of 
the pure liquid results in optically inactive l*2-dichloro- 
2~methylbutane*
p fliey conclude that the group z
must 'have been klnstleally free as a. radical or lon during , 
the course of the reaction* • Since it la widely accepted that 
photochemical chlorlmtlona occur by a. free radical.mechanism, 
they postulate sr Initial attach by s halogen atom on the 
hydrogen atom attached to tbs tertiary carbon atom to give 
HOI- and the radical*
■: CIUI * *>
' C1CSW :-C~ett,~CH,
*  -id- W
•01# -I*" Ilf I? zzssss&s- ssgadfe? dll if 4- *I»
the alternative representation:- .
Cl #• H* If• jSc*8^  Cl— -B— H - Clsl! 4 #I1
being ejected since It implies retention of optical activity*
{Represented by Tt In the
following, equation*)
s o? rr.r>.^ 7^ T;l ^ mxna opt-xca.t.ey
(Oiling the observed rotatory rotors :of aoida oxidised 
end of the result lag. hydros? acids),
In dilute Y n0E (T "n3A *'n3o} 
B#**-#TT*nOi in cor.ee t^tor* BaXt*%CT?'*P'\t ViiOi) 
0*#**r, 'nd* in dilute IcO'f {r^~r^ «— «►
Acii 
' 0x16 ?T at
Initial' ft old
° § V  r»o*s)
opt*ltai&ty(£5
Ccrro <>"‘nr! 3 Irg
j:S^E7 rcTtT
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ilia p v e m n i  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i s  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  t h e  
^ a e h a n i s m  of the © o t rrer&ion of © a r b o x y l l e  acids* -which contain 
s  h y d r o g e n  a t o m  a t t a c h e d  t o  a  t e r t i a r y  c a r b o n  a t o m  i n t o  
h y d r o x y  c e r b o s c y l l c  a c i d s  i n  1 l sh t h i s  h y d r o g e n  at obi I m a  b e e r  
replaced by hydroxyl* ' 'fba reaction nay bo re sailed i .
Oilts t r  : ->£i. A t.
\ ' v \ /C — A. C
/  \  ■:/ \
n, iciir,) -C0oH : B, (CIvJ .C0oK
«***•• H -&r£ . ... H .-
It h a s  t e e n  f o u n d  .that w h a n  o p t i c a l l y  a c t i v e  f o r m e  o f  
c a r b o x y l i ©  c o l d s  i n  w h i c h  n  «  0  a n d  0  w o r e  o x i d i s e d  b y  
p o t a s s i u m ,  psrsaongsiiata-- i n  e a n c e u i p a t e c f  a l k a l i n e  s o l u t i o n *  
t h a  r e s u l t i n g  h y d r o x y  a c i d 3 w e r e  o p t i c a l l y  inactive.* . T h i s  
o b s e r v a t i o n  l a  ad a d i r e c t l y  t o  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  t h a  g r o u p
\/ \4W (CSo)j** '  ft*tr V.-^Q£# M ' 2
(n  »  ot  2 ) b e c o m e s  k i n e t i c a l l y  f r e e  a s  a  r a d i c a l  o r  i o n  a t  
s o m a  s t a g s  i n  t h e  r e a c t i o n  a n d  t h a t  t h e r e  f o r ©  t h e  i n i t i a l
attack'mist have'been, cm the *ftertiary^ hydrogen atom rather 
than a direct displacement on the tertiary carbon atom# The 
three possible sodas of fission of the C — II bond ares-*
<*. # ' 3U**V * ^ , ! \ v n  ir* ^if5 ■«a,«an.^a ^  T* * <w *  * *1 # yvt*
fl& t * * f  i *  <'..' - •*£* £a» * *  j fc *
: 2 } . jw;s,B(ciir»?<,car ■ ’— >  kT ■■■+ ■; b^BtcuO-ca,”
i r  i t '?  1 - i  »*0# #fr-
") • E-Cr^ECCHg^COg” '.— >  E» ♦ •c*T^(cr^)tpoQ“
From n consideration of the reacting: entitles and the polar* 
issiios of the C~H bond it becomes possible to msk& &. choice 
between those three alternatives* m & h  of which will be cem» 
aidered in. itmw -;
1)  *' H+ >. tCTcTEfCHoLCQo” t
fhls would not occur as a- result of attack by permanganate ion 
(since pe manganic sold is a very strong add* but' might do se­
as a result of attack by the str^ ly mcleopMlic *ydl e .id© 
Ion:*-
"■ - f : I -■ .• • e »
C -w,>r II . +-. lillr €; .*► lio0
I \ **
It has been shown*' hoa-evar,.' that the-acids employed &re\ . 
optically stable when .boiled tor m prolonged period in 
concentrated alkali# It may therefore be concluded that this
-**33**
mode of fission, does sot occur* ...
11),. ™£> Ilf* * CK^CCl^l^ODo
Although-'.tbe M g h  .electron density at tho rcyristrio carter 
atom- combined with the elect ropliilia nature of the p&vmngm>M 
ion would 'appear to favour a. react ion of the iypas**
I ** . i . < 5 - ^
****■• C. **** H * n l*  -• awwwg-f* - h tlQ*| *5fe . I %
followed bys** •
' _' t •# - .
'***«• C *^ 4* ICr, 0 W”*.n%» «W»*0 •» Oil 4- II
1 I
the' taechanlss* is .rejected cm the follow 1 ^  grounds***-■ .v 
p Va)-.There- la evidence that, in-en,: ion-.of'the type .-,-
B: ^ ..
v- . C*’ . ;.
/
B**I:
attraction between the positive charge pa the t-cytxxtric 
carbon atom.and the.negative charge on the oxygen atom will 
hold the ,.
• ' ■■*.. .  . . . .. ; CO ■ ■:■ P/ \va4W»-'«i»i.wwi 'im *. 4
*$' w
group In m pyramidal configuration, as a result of which the
attacking group is directed - into the position vacated by the 
If* ion, resulting In retention of' oonf Igiir&tion* (See Section 
2* . 4* above)* ' This would presmsshXy also apply to loro of 
the type*-
' B v 0— C O
s tP If* S  \  TI
*l~ V i p  * w i V |
-*L •. .&*
which should readily form the -lactone
Tt ^ O—*00 '
Sc |
■fj \  T r r f f  '
X *«*
" =. ,- - ' ■ -■ ' • ■ , l
f It will be sesn later that a mechanism Involving the inters 
mediate formation of ay-lactone is postulated for oxidations 
with. potassium tsengahstd, which result In retention of optical 
activity)*
3-
b) It Involves the formation of the Ion VnO^ * which - 
Is Imovn to he extremely .unstable and consequently* an 
unlikely intermediate* (Mers* Stafford and haters* <1*0*3*,. 
1051* 633) *.
. {The alternative possibility* that the Ion
: - <%* * »
KKn0 {GIU)~C0o is formed* not as © result of an electrophilleJL *«# £l
attack on hydrogen by the' permanganate"'ion, tat by a uni~
—4 0 -
molecular, ionisation- brought about by solvation* is rejected.
for the additional reason that ionisation would t©to place’ 
oven in the mbs one© of pa. sssins penacBgocot© and the froe 
Ions would be expected to react with the solvent in the 
following mermen- •
a) - k  + H„0 ' ---* -C-OH +■ Ji* '
|  . t
-■ b ) -- -a”  + - -11,0--------- ------s» iig  ♦  oh”
to give the Hydroxy sold end hydrogen* However, no saclj
reaction Is observed.?*
ill). . — ■> n« + *- , :*{cnrt) co„“ . ? -
This mod a of fission seems the most probable in view of tha_
following considerations* ■
1) The. reagent undergoes a one-etectron change only
1 -mo^ ■ + a - >  lt3042~ - ,
2) It Ims hem postulated that free hydroxyl radicals
are produced by reaction -with alkali, according to the 
'Ocuatiotlt— .
MnO^ *  O ir — HbO^2-* ♦ *0X1 ■
41 .
(S&o Section 3. 2., ebova). -If this vi.e's ba accepted, ths 
formalatlon. ■ . ;
•Oil + B-H E» + TwO
p*. + *011 . -IVOH
-
• {where E* represents Cs •>
H  Ccfe5acogn
would 'satisfactorily' account for the observed behaviour*
3) It has been shown .that aeryXoniirile-.undergoes. • 
polymerisation when. present ..during these oxidation reactions 
with potassium permanganate in concentrated- alleallne,solution* 
even though, the evolution of oxygen is. completely suppressed. 
Such, polymerisation is generally- accepted ®n m standard 
method of testing for the presence of free radicals* . {See
Section 3* 3** shove}* _ - >
/  ■ .
4) It is known experimentally, that in a-paraffin ■ ■ / ■ 
hydrocarbon, or an aliphatic carboxylio acid, it is the 
hydrogen atoms attached to tertiary carbon atoms that are 
first attacked by free radical producing rc "i onto Crranlrt 
ChOHU he Vi©i? 3, XStn 5, Vol» Is RcPssoh, J*'/naxv CLenu Soc», 
1043, 70 , 1 2 0 9 ). .
5) .In the particuler c a m  wfim  n » o.
postulated, will, to relatively stable since'there
?.re a number of nearly equivalent- canonise!' forms
#
and therefore*'the probability tb&t 'mmh a radical, bo forbad
is Increased* ■
■ • Xt hear also been found during 'the course of this
Investigation.-. that oxidation of solas of the typo; - *
retention Is complete In cm© Instance*. Hence* the mechanism
toeoslug Icinelisally free* ■ ■ ; ■
If the 'reasonable assumption' be mads that the 
mangmmt© ion attsofts the 11 tertiary* hydrogen atom* then c It. 
might appear necessary to postulate a three-body collision, 
which- may., be formulated. in the following T^ner*-
Kn-CH(CIL)^CO*H. by potassium mangersto ' CsW?biQ*} ■ In dilute:'JL <£*■ ' fti ft*#*»
alkaline ■ solution results-in the format ion-of"-the corresponding
hydroxy acids -mlth retention of optloiil.ootl\„^j ' the..."5
must be one which does not involve ' the group T i y  >
—i t
followed by 5’
* i-t 0 — > :::3
{fhlsls In accordance with the observation that ^  ^ Is 
prcKiiaod from the'cum~cr*scracr.t of re&etlcm)*
■ Jtowavar* It Is probsbls that the -00^** giwp would 
normally occupy m position close to the nsynrcstrlc carbon a tors- 
• (Ingoia , y #-0'*s ** i f i f o O *  1^31 * 305) mi&p therefore* that 
the negative jyron .atom could readily form a bond with the 
asymsaetrlc c&tfbm atom siBmlt&necmly with the removal of the 
hydrogen ahem {with Its two bonding electrons) by the rnangaimi© 
‘ ion* In this way# ay-lactone would he formed without loss 
of optical activity!- which would undergo subsequent hydrolysis 
to the solira salt of the corresponding hydroxy icM# The 
reaction tmf bo foxmil&ted .
T"» If
y 4i n C o  —  co .
cf \ y  i
v J  vcii0,C!i,,cqC ♦ m o p  *«?=* - c \ - c^,X *-» . ** W! ^ | ■ fe*c
1 - *X»■t.lf
*•Ji -
Tt . t  O — ■ CO ■ XI 0 --- * €0’ f  ©
v >  ■.„ h  A /  i
X J ■ . ■£* &* - / \ '
/"I / ' ^
S ii b? c %  ♦ : -of
MnD,
ibriefly, these two' oxidising cgorls, rsnoly poisasiuia ■ '
peronngpnat ©; 1» concentrated r.lkelXnc* solution* wed pstmalrm 
b&ve'teen found-to oxidise acid a. of the type*
■>-»* V /**>A
/WS
r  J 1 ■* T  f t f "  / " I . - ,  T T
iVf * (r> f5^ ‘vr)i.
aAr && **'*
to t!i@. eorrs'SpondiBg hydroxy addar
S* Alt' ■:■
* v
H / \ A T.r fttT 7*A Tf
, ,  Mi»fj *y.iV5V ^ 0*1u ri#- ; <ip»£
by two distinct mechanisms# .
■ fhst two different mechanisms «tre: operstlra is mot 
apprising,* .since pot* ** persatspiBete ur*2ergooo fc on>* 
electron change whilst, pot ©saltans mangctiate wed rgoss a tiro* 
electron -change, ■ end hence the d riving force 1b the two 
reactions differs considerably# . ■
Accordingly,. it 'is. ■ postulated that the ^ tertiary1 
hydrogen sioa is removed together with only ore of its tending 
electrons by’ the 'permanganate ion Cor the hydroxyl radical), 
but together with' both its tending electrons by the mangsnste 
ion, • In the letter case only,, it is postulated that the ; 
driving force of the reset ion Is # In; part* m tmcXeophllle
attack'on the asymmetric carban micm by the-CQj"’ group* ifkmt
■ ■
potassium margtnai© falls to produce *nsy^~kydraxy acids by a 
similar process- when a© ids of .the typei.
. . . .  ' r  '■ u  ■ '. .-. ,,N /#*. .-.
y \
; C0oB ■ ,; :
are oxidised, may be due to-.. the Inability of the -00^- group 
to provide-part*vof the driving force- of the react ion siree-;its
psrilolpatlOB. would- involve considerable strain}.*?' ■ ..a ,.'-:;:.
Itte failure to Isolate even -smsll tpsntltleo
of£~\ylroxy acids* . when ecjtdn. of. the typo . -: ■-•: -
'*** • - > iiv
bP  ClI,, .C0„H
akt- ***■'
were-. subjected to oxidation with both pot.asstos permanganate 
and potassium marginale, in turn* may. be duo to the.ready 
formation of substituted acrylic acids by/£«4iydroxy acids*.
If such substituted acrylic acids were formed* they would 
certainly undergo further rapid' oxidation under the conditions 
employed * Ihe isolation of ketones of the type W^pO end 
largo quantities of carbon dioxide from the products of 
oxldat Ion'supports this biggest Ion* .
0  >"> i ~ - j f  ?•
5* 1* ■ ■ w ,
'■ The following section describes, tbs methods used for 
iho preparation end oxidation oA o^ilcrXly satire ccrbasyllc' 
eoids,'-together-with details of t* methods used for the 
synthesis of r&amXe end optically retire hydraxy^earboxyXIe 
acids other tf i by oxidation .of the rorrospoiiding earboxylle 
acids* '• These hydroxy acids were synthesised with the object. 
of devising;.mathods far their separation from the corresponding 
earbo xa lic acids &nd* -u lm , for"identification purposes#
•bbara possible, the hydroxy ©elds wore resolved into their - 
optically active forma in order to establish both, the rotatory 
powers of the optically pure form*, and their stability under 
reaction conditions# Details of -certain related oxidation 
experiments carried out on etfcylmethylphenylmsthsne and on 
the substituted mslonic ceid ' . \
v /
E
/ \
CVL, ( >.CH(COrtU)„tJ &
are also described#
It Is concluded that the most satisfactory method
for. the p^spsr&tlon of acids from-lbs -
corresponding y'-hranched chain' e&rhoxylie acids is a combirmtioti 
of the two successful- procedures outlined above* v Tha' -.detailed 
procedure is given in the following experimental section {5*2*1}#
5* 2*. ret Ion of Branched Chain fi< Acids
• A a) tbyibatyric acid*' ■ KethTlmlonie ester*
prepared' from msthylbromida and the sodlo derivative- of m&lonic
ester, was converted into its sodio- derivative and trested- with 
ethylbromlda to give sthylwethylmalonic ester,"'which- was-w • 
hydrolysed and deesrhoxylsied/In the usual. manner to give .* 
Okmeihylbutyrio acid* ' who acid was separated,- the aoneems .. 
layer extracted three times with ether, the cenhinod extracts: 
ana Ecid dried CMgSO^ , )^  imd ’the.solvent evaporated* ■ fh& acid 
was purified by shaking with excess aodima hydroxide nnd ether* 
the 'apuo0iiB layer "being separated and re-acidified* The-'., 
resulting ©eld was -extracted with ether, dried ( g 0„}, and the 
solvent evaporated* The residual, acid {0125 had b*p--* .
6'3-4°/0mm* equivalent 102*3 (C E^,^ 0^  requires 102)* ; Its
... on-hrcrn^hemeyl ester had m*p* 54*5" (Kenyon and Boast *T*C*3*, 
1S51, 3401 give m.p. 55°). '
■ b) (ijfi- "^'^IVPlerie sold was prepared by hydrolysis 
and 'decarboxylation of 1 sobutylmalonie ester* which was
w  WnwfcmaawiBag- *  ^
■4S~
rrenered from-' isolrotylbro?ni«3e': end the sodium salt of malonic
ester* ■ The erode acid,- purified as in 5* 9* a?' &hove, had ,-.
Tb,p* 63°/l mm* equivalent- 115,8 (CgH^O^'rocpiiros 116} • yield
65,% . .Its T^bromophenecyl ester had sup* 56*5° {Ssbetey end ***» - ^ ^  *•
Psnousss - Compt * rend*, . 1947, £S§> give. 36°}*' .
e) {^ l^i^thyleapr^oia; .g-eid was prepared by hydrolysis 
and docerboaylrtion of r-r:ctrylhitylr:nlcn c^ ester, whiefi was 
propered from 2-meihylbulylhrorido * r the soulo derivative 
of malotiio: ©star* The ©rude ©eld, purified as in 5* 0# a) 
above, had tup* S50/9 -msu equivalent. 130*05 requires
130 % yield* B5>% its'r^romop!i#Tinoyl aster* forced colourless 
plates, cup* 63«»4 0 ,' (hounds Bp, 04*55, 0^5% requires
Br, 21*0* Its hegsjii.sqthionronitim: gcitfo^ ~ 1 colourless 
pistes* m*P# M 2°* (Foundt 1% 9*65, requires
9*46}*
■ \ • . d) (*) V»^ ath.yloot ole acid was ; rr ©pared by reduction' of. 
Y*methyl, Y~r. yoetolsetone, '.(See Sect ion 3 below)* A trial 
' oxperlaent using hydrogen iodide «*nd ' rad. phosphorus following 
a method, based - on the procedure of Borgmsn fl, Atasr* Chera* Soc», 
1912, 64, 557) {who reduced ^ ^V^aiphepyl^Y^'hutyTO lector© 'to 
©C- Y-dipheryltatyrio acid in 65B yield), produced only 0,6 g* - 
- of acidic material, from' 15,1 g#'sf lactone, so this method was 
not. further investigated* . •
-40-
Instead, the- ©eid wa'j prepored by s method based.on 
I ha procedure of Cason C'J* % ?e: *' Cham* Soe#f 1944* ;5Cb 1704)#. 
L solution of y^etfcyi^y^^ootolaotone ■ (18-g*} \mm ihionyl - - 
clilorid0 (50 g*) in dry beBserie {50. e*o*)' was- rofluxed for 5 
hours - on the• steam hath*1 This' solution was ■ eooled end added 
to absolute -eiiisxiol (100. c*c*) saturated at 0° with hydrogen . 
chloride* ' flie solrani was remorad (finally in if®owe! and the* *  •T»<fr>h «i^iiii‘Wrini^ ..ifw is<iiviaK^at
reminder was. heated' atISO0 for l k  liaurs to- renoiro the excess 
hydrogen chloride*'. :; The ©aid wias 'then distilled through a 
short fractionating ooXxjirm, ' giving ethyl^ V*^ t^ friectoxiaate * • ,:
{14 *1 - g*}! - b*p• 76-79° {3 «* J and unehsnged 11c% one {S g • )
h#p* 0O*O3°/2 dm* (C&,✓}*..-. i.Stliyl^ y^ matliyl0ottmoote (10 g*) in 
ethanol (100 o*e*} was hydrogenated, at low pressure in the 
.rrasence of px&tlnlum' oxide (0*15 g*) ;,{0*S hr*)*. The solvent 
wee removed In rueno-s end the - residual ester ('7*9 g*. 75, ) Issd 
b*p# lcau/2 m *  - The ester {7*5 g*5 was hya rolys el with 
potassium - hydroxide in aqueous alcohol and the odd (6 g* 911) 
distilled* - ■■'•The. i u  siting y-meihylaetoic .acid (6 g* 42 b) .ted 
b.p„. U0°/2.5 sran,, equivalent 158.3 (%%a°2 requires 158). ■
Its 'bQTSzyllsothloaronirca salt crystallised from aeneous ethanol* 4Ue#an&St*t-ii: . .
os'White noodles* s*p* 135°* {Found $ h* 8#06, (X, rr^ noQr>'n5
• jb r <£*-<w? *«» ***.
requires'8*65)# '
—SO—
) ■.(i)w>C*nhenylp?»oT5loiiic ©old'wan prooared as described 
by Campbell and Eery on 1946* 25)* Benzyl- cyanide
{140- g*} was run slowly into a suspension of finely powdered 
sodsmlda {47 g*l In dry ether (800-e*c*)# \ The red liquid 
was' refluxed (3 hours) arid dimethyl sulphate {127 <**e«) -added- 
at such s rata that' refluxing eontInued* ilie mixture was’
- refluxed for © further 3 hours and-was.them 'Shaken, with water 
and the ethereal layer separated*' dried (Fg3C)*} ® d  t M  - 
solvent evaporated# •' . The crude tiydrntrople- nltrile was ' 
raflmed f3 hours) with a mixture'of water {B8 c*o*5 sulphuric 
acid {115 -c*c*) ana glacial acetic- raid - CIOS e*e.*}*': -the crude 
diphenyl propionic. acid was separated* ’ ~ rqnaiis layer '
extracted 'three times with ether, end the--solvent-resnoved* ■ 
lbs crude acid was purified as In 5* 2* ©5 tbeve*-.- 'The .- *'.„■' 
rasultingoC*phonylpn3pionlc acid CllD 'g# 61, ) Led tup* "' • -- 
115,5°/l,5 rr>., sqxiiTOlent 150 ('V ,_ort yequlwa 150). Its
O '
bensyliset hlonronhim salt formed colourless pistes, n*p# MG'# . 
(Found s' P* 8*93* ■ G ^ B ^ - O ^ S  requires 8*86). -/
g) V-rhccylvnlerio acid was synthesised from (-) ;
oC-pherylpropionic ©eld by -reduclIon to hydratropyX
conversion to tlio br^ nido,.. t>7 0 nnXcr^ 3star svrtliesis,
The reduction of t a (-) ©old CIS q»)0Clv**9-#07 {1* 0*5}>
'Coptics! purity 17*5$)'In other {180 0*0#)* using lithium
aluminium hydride' (4*75/ g!)f;yielded hydr&tropyl-r alcohol,;
(1 1 .9 . g . 88?i) b.p. 62-3°/0 .1  mm• ot |°+1,65 (1 , 0 .5 )  . ; She 
opt leal -.purity, calculated "on ■ literature..-dat a:; 1& .18$, (Sle.il;-r 
and .Freeman, VF.:. Amer#•, Ch©m#-\-Boc*Vr.1.952 923.) *vi Treatmentwith 
phosphorus-;;tribromider at; 0% (later -.heated to ;1.00° *l. -hour) end,£-y;- 
extraction: with;-’.ether gave.:.hydratrppyl; bromide; (12*6: g#--- 
h#p® >49o/0,l m m * #18° (\$ .0*8)*, -- The optical■ purity;,: 
.calculated on literature data ;{,C0h©n,rMarshall and--Woodmen*-;.TO;
1.915,- 899) .la ■21«5$*;^;.i-':(4“-)y^ phenylvaleria: acid. was...rc :;2 ; 
prepared c.frora hydratropylbromid r and - the ■ :sodla derlv&tive ’:of.vc- ,
malonic- ester* -.wrVTho" crude acid' was: purified.as- in 5V" 2«\,a)\?
/ o
above *;uvj?he ■; resulting a eld -{5 *6 g*’50$)- had rc*p* .16 , foVF®:-:'
98^/0*1- mm.« oc% ^♦1*840.- •{ 1# 0*5)* The optical purity • calculated
from the data of Xeverse and Marker (J* Biol* Chem#f 1935, 110# 
828) is 17*5$, V utS indict ting that no raeenlsatlon occurred 
during tho synthesis from (-)cx^ -plionylpropionic acid* Its 
benzyllSQthlouronium salt formed white plates, m®p® 134 
(Founds I, 8.H/, Cig% 402r2S ’ requires H, 8.14/1).
5*3* Premr&tJon of Bacerale Jyd^qgr Carboxylio /'cicki and
tmrTr.n-i-ri i -r-rW -rTsni'~,,in>f<*y^x * ')ix|*««^ >'i»? i iiir i’ W*^ ' !iimw i iiu rn Ti'^rwrnnri ja Hnn^ iiiMu lfiiir  mnmrii -rmu iii| i iimi» iiiii>iii i >* iim fiinidin ~i ii>*ii nw nmmnrmr m i  nn iiiirriawrnyynrrr r TnM
••>.<;.• Lactones* =■■.-,: :./:m- . . o;.;
a) (X-hyd roxy (X -met hylbut yri c bo id was prepared by 
hydrolysis of the.cyenhydrin of methyleihyl ketone* ' Methyl- 
ethyl ketone (216 g») was added to a smooth paste of pure ■
sod ium cyan Ida (185 g*}' in; water (50 e*c*) • Ice. .{350 g#) was 
added' and the mixture -siirrod’during the slow addition of. 
sodium metahisuiphit© :(380-g#) • in water (480 c#c#)« After 
standing vat room temperature5>(3 'hours), the oil was separated 
and-the aqueous , layer -extracted three times with ether# - After 
removing the solvent by evaporation, the ..crude oyanhydrin was 
'hydrolysed by heating on a water bath with concentrated hydro- 
.chloric said (400 e»c«) lor seven hours* The cooled solution 
was treated'with anhydrous sodium sulphate, (50 g*5 and extracted 
with ether# The erada. acid was. purified as. in 5# .2* a) above# 
The resulting acid (823 g* 63$) had ra#p# 69*5 - 70*5° (after 
sublimation at 12 sn#)f b*p* 1X7*5°/12 mm*, equivalent 117*2
^ 5 H10°3 r0°i*a3'r@a 2.3-®)*
b)/3 -Hydroxy(®-methyivalerlo acid was prepared by" -- 
Befomataki^s- reaction using methylethyl ketone and ethyl 
bromacetate* A - solution'• of ethyl bromaeetete (91 g#) and 
methylethyl ketone (48 g#) In dry benzene (133 g*) was slowly 
added (80 mins®) to zlm filings'-(53 g#) (with a trace of 
iodine) -in dry benzene under reflux* After rafluxing for -a 
further 2 .'hours, -.the mixture'was- cooled and a solution of 
sulphuric- acid ..(20 e*c«) in water (ISO c#c*) was added# The 
benzene - layer was separated, washed with' dilute sulphuric 
'acid, dilute sodium carbonate and water, dried (WgSO^) and the.
solvent evaporated* ft is resulting .-at hyl/3 -hydroxy /S«methyl~
valerate..bad b-*p* 90-91°/l8 ra# .. hydrolysis of this ester with 
alcoholic potassium hydroxide. and .■purification of the liberated 
crude acid as In 2* a) above, '. gave ^ - h y d r o x y v a l e r i c  
acid {49 gf CG$)# b*p*. 138-9°/lB;mn*#, eqtilvalort 131*3- ; 
t*Ci|uire3 138)*
c) V-hydro'-rT V * r c t **»* 1<3 (and lactone 1 wsa 
prepared- by a C-rignard.synthesis fro®- ethyl levulinaie and 
ethyl bromide, using the general method of Cason, for the 
syr4-bools of branched chain fatty-melds (see rroomratlon of 
-m.ithyloctoic acid)* Ethyl levullimta w«s prop a rod by 
-refluxing XotuXIbIo acid (226 g*) and ethyl 'alcohol (300 o*e«.) 
with sulphuric aeid (64 -o»e*i In dry batmen© CSOO c«e.*} (6 
hours)* The solution was cooled, shaken with water (750 e*e«) 
end after separation and further extraction of the aqueous 
layer, the combined benzene extracts 'were washed with sodium 
bicarbonate solution and saturated brine, dried (MgOO^) and 
the solvent removed by. d I si Ills t Ion through s. short column up 
to 100°* T!i© resulting ©star (264 g# . 91%} had b*p* 70«7X°/X to* 
The Grlgnard reagent .was prepared fros ethyl, bromide (92 g*.) end 
magnesium -(20 g*) In dry other*(300 e»e*}» After the reaction 
was completed, some ether (200 c#©#* was.removed by distillation 
and dry benzene'{100 c*c*)-added* Hi© resulting.solution was'
■54’
slowly added {2 hours) to a stirred solution of ethyl' -
■ ■ O'levullBsto {106 g.l in dry bensono, ClOO c*e*.),. kept At O''"#
After -7 hours, loo and dilute, sulphuric acid were added end
the Mixture separated* Hie aqueous layer was extracted twice.
■with ether, ; end the combined extracts wor© washed with sodium
bicarbonate ' solution m d  • saturated brine* dried - C'%30^)* and
the solvent evaporated* ; Hie. crude ester was re fluxed (2 hours)
with.-'alcoholic potash and after the addition of water* _iM
o
ethyl alcohol was removed by- distillation up to 100 * Hie 
mixture was then extracted .three times with ether end I he 
aqueous layer acidified with dilute sulphuric acid* refluxed 
for 5 minutes* with stirring*- cooled and extracted with ether* 
The • extract was washed* - dried (!%30^)'and the solvent..■ evaporated■ 
fhe resulting lactone (6 6 ' g* 61?) had h*p* 73°/0*5 rnm*# end 
equivalent 127*6 CCy%q%- requires 128)* .Its benxyllso- 
thiicEirotiiira salt forced hit a plates* m*p% 113^ .* (rounds.
1* '9*41. CnrlUjl^ol requires 8*97)*y ■ W U-i wt v> £i
■ OC^hvdr0xv-of»rherylrr0nicmic. add was synthesised 
from' acetodonone according to- the &athod"0?. I^ndofiberg . 
(tamlem 1C32* 501, 218)* (Since eceiophenono does not form' 
,* bisulphite compound, it Is necessary to use hydrogen \ 
cyanide directly In the preps rat Ion of the ey^rhydrin)* 
Concentrated hydrochloric sold {350 c*e») was slowly added to
hydrochloric acid (400 o*c*} ■ At. 20° for .'24 hours* (Hot
aeetophenon© .{200 .g*) -end sod tat cyanide- (200- g«) .is water 
(250 o*o*) -end ether (150 o*e*), (stirred, it 0°)* , After 
separating th© ethereal layer and extracting the aqueous layer 
twice with ether, .the solvent was ever orated from the combined 
extracts and■ the crude ey&nhydrin .stirred with..concentrated 
b
hydrochloric acid gives ttropic acid}* Hie solution was then 
saturated with anhydrous sodium sulphate and extracted, with. • 
ether#..,-;. fhe eruia-neld was purified oa In 2,* ..a)-: above* ' Hie 
resulting atrol&etie add (161 g* 618) after recrystdllstllon 
from benzene and sublimation at 1 m ,  had m*p* 91*3 ~ 01#6°,. 
(Lit* 94°), equivalent .165*7- (Cgll^Qg-.squires 166}* r Its. 
hensyll3othi.ouroBium. salt■ formed whit© plates, • m*p* - 1SD°* • -
(Poundi V, 8,59?f C,„ -» requires !:» e.44?I}.j /  ^ <&*
* ■ *
" 0 }y  —hvdroxyV-methyloetole'acid (and lactone) was
fiiiiiwrWnrViw*%iiiiTj iiMi»wii**>^iii*''^ h .^ » i« f r i'^>'*Win<*|pii>»#iiw»wifTBf’^W) 'Tu'i yitfn1**,inwr<rMfftwignir nwrmrnim »i,if im'r ii'fflWw^ rTni<ro-*i)nri>rri - r u n « r r n t i r i  ’
prepared from n-hutyl. bromide m d  ethyl 'levulinst®, using the 
procedure outlined .in experiment 3* o) above* ' The resulting
W. 0
lactone (28*5 g* 60?) had h*p*. 84 /l mm#, and equivalent 
158*0 (Co%$% requires 156*0}* • - Its benzylisothlouronium
salt crystallised from aqueous ethanol m  white needles,. m*p< 
117° (Founds Tim - 8*25u, recuirea F, 8*283)*.; JL * fir O i& •■
• f) V*»hydroxy-y»nhehylralerlc acid (and lactone) was.
#      * 1 ia>a»i>Tin iiiiit<ii iiir|i»i>i'>»ri'/tiiiinMfrtii ni*i ii~imii unr-nii'Vn nrrm rfrw .ii ., . )■> nmn iimn nm ><W»in»<M'*'iw'i«*ir>'Tiil iTrTJ mr in n iir  . i—nr mn-r ir-n rm*m»i i ur i < nil > il l  "'lYimiT
’W v***
'prepared from br^ohenzere end ethyl levalinate as is-3* c) ■ 
above* , Hi-s resulting lactone {69 g* 15 ) had b#p# 120-103 ° a  
jam*, and equivalent 1 7 4*9  requires 176)*. The Isolona
was converted Into it's sodium salt by stirring with hot caustic 
sole .solution for 1 hemp* Or cooling in lea end slowly 
acidifying the vigorously st irred s Hu*1 or, y-l^ylroxy-y-phat^l^ 
valeric was precipitated* Hie ectJ nr s. f lit®roi, dried 
and reerystclllsad from light petroleum (colourless needles} 
ra.p. 103.5-104° (Ut. 103.5 - 104.5°), emilTOlect 104.3
(€jjE^Q^ requires It 1}* Its hensyHs^Momusrtei salt formed 
whits - pistes, sup. 127° (Found: .Is, 7.8© 0^13^0-1^3 requires 
I, 7*737)* ’ The crystallised acid 'was kept In a desiccator 
to convert It Into the y-l&cione* -The res tiling oil was 
shaken with saturated sodium bicarbonate' solution and ether*
The ethereal layer was washed'with water,' dried {i:gT)A) And
the solvent’ evaporated* "  Distillation gave y ~pheryl~y~v&Iei^
0  • 
lactone, b*p*: 123 /l mm* . - ' -
5* I* Prepar&tlor of' Optleolty *etIv© Compounds' ■
. . b.) (c)«*0Unothp:nmtyric acid*. ' 'Oxldatlon^rotasslum
dlchfrxs&te In dilute sulphuric: sold)of a; mixturevof' {~}~sec*Hl;- 
butyl->carbl&ol obtained from fusel.-oil (Le Contour, Sanyo si and 
Eohsn? J. Applied Cliem,, 1S51, 1,. 341), <XpS>9.6 Cl, 2) end
»htif yloerblml. .gave ( seld<*pVt' •*• 6
{X,,I*0}*. . ,
b) (-l-OC-n^ crqrlnroniord© *■* <* was resolved via- Its
airyohBlre salt (Oti and tommor, Bar* X , 00*. XOvj'X) *
Strychnine {80 g*) was dissolved in ® tot solution of 
(1 )*•-ptonyXp-ropionlc- sold (30.g*) In aqueous -ail ^dX (350 0*0* 
of 73>)* After t 0 days ©t 0°, the separated crystals wars 
rc*ov®d by flXtraficm {40 g«) and tto liquor evaporated to 
half hoik* After removal of a further crop of crystals 
{2-0 g*), ilia mitor liquor acidified- m%& extracted with 
other* ' She resulting C^j-^^^ionylproplouio e.-cld (13*8 g*) 
laid b.p» OS - 0S.5°/0*1 ra.,*^3, -9.07° (1» 0.5), equivalent 
149*7 {C0n,^a, requires 150), -i? X.9 **. ■ ■
: .©) (4*)wvc^  bttoleanroia sold was synthesised from a '
• fgaaMiHBSfl<lig|a<SgiapawaS-*««tg?«hM^^^
mixture of -(~ )-sec ♦hntylcarb.inol (20^) stid {-) «-see*totylearhln0l 
.(807) by conversion to tho bromide* followed by a jsalonlo ester 
synthesis as:outlined In (8* .0*) above* The resulting 
:{*J-y*methyleaprolc said tod b*p* 85°/2 asn^ .oC*^ * *l*00a,
(1, 0*5)*
d) ■ (♦J-^lTTdroxy-o^nhenylpronionie acid was resolved
ir fm - rn ft io rr ~r'T-qn—^-rr  f - f — ■—i j i r  ■' r f ’,,jr:,,~* ■--- ■- -fq   ... •-... .. , •-■i.«.,.T|1..-
via i t s  quinine. salt (Wren aid " r i g h t ,  «f*C»5*» 1981, 798)* 
Quinine {18 g*} was. added' . to  m hot solution of t k )-^hydrosy»
—58—■
<X-ph©sylproplo!iio ac Id { 7*5 g*) in absolot 0 ■at ht.no! - C175 0 • © *) * 
A f te r  3 days a t  0%  to e  separated  c ry s ta ls -w o re  r a w e d  by  
■ f i l t r a t i o n  and re c ry s ta ll. is e d  tw ic e  .from b o i l in g  ethanol*' ' 
A c id if ic a t io n  gave C* J -P W hyd ro xy^p benylp ro p lo n lo  ,sc id f m*p* 
112o,o(|0#.+1.20o, (1, 2j «» S; In ab ao lu ts  ethanol).
&)■■..(+); and (-» )V ^ to d rt? 3rr*^ ^ o ^ y iva le rio - ac id
' ; • ■ -1) strychnine {?• g*) was 'dissolved in a tot ; ;
. solution of. (^Vy-hydroxy^Y-TihenylvAlcrlc a c id  Cl g*l im 
m ^ m m a  e t t o m l ,  (3 0  ©*-e* of H * } *  - A f t e r  7  days e t  '0 %  th e  
separated crystels-{0*5 g*l wars .repaved by filtration mad' 
tod *. m*p* 263-7°,. - (undepressed on mixing with a' a admen of 
strycteine)* • On oviporatlng tto solution xm"© steam totli m 4  
...ro-cooling* aqfurt’cr crop of crystals: was. obtained*’with sn 
identical aup#’ 1 ‘ ' : A'to'to
11) Brucine (13*5 g*) was dissolved In r b >t 
• solution of the (i)-*scid (0*8 g*) m d  treated - as in i>* - The 
separated crystals tod &*p* 175 - 180% {undepressed on slicing 
witli: s sample of brucine)* . A further crop* obtained by. 
evaporation on a steam bath, tod an identical. m*p# - I t  was 
therefore asstisei that the brucine salt of Y~hydraxy-/~, 
phcnyivaloric add decomposes completely on evaporation of the 
ocpQouo alcoholic ..solution* ■ ■■
.' • 111) Brucine (13*6 g*) w a s dissolved to m  ice-cold
solution of the (-)-aoid • (6*8 g*} In rnqmmiu ©theno!-'(75?) 
asd'somo ■solvent was removed to vacuo without''heating# ■'■■' After 
7 dny&p 'the ©operated crystals (A) 'wore removed by filtration 
.(3*4-g*>* sup* 93° It1 dccoEiposltltm# ■■ if tor tho reaovol of 
three' further crops, ebtmir.ed by evrpormilon under reduced 
pressure, the moth liquors were ovoparaied to half talk, cooled 
to 0° mod. the separated crystals. (B)-filtered* toe crystels*
CB), q u dissolving to water end .meldlflection, gave & '
...-Oprecipitate of y-hydrmy-Y-phet^lvaleric acid, sup* ISO , • 
equivalent 194, which on. being kept to e desiccator! &4 10 ism*
(24 bourn}* end■ purified by shaking istotr sodtorn Meafhoraio : 
solution, gsve {+}-y*phen7l-y*vel©ralcctone>' tap*' §3°/0*X ma#* 
<Xj°, '427.0° {1, 0,5). . . - . /
’ Similarly* - the final- mother' liquors from (3) gave :-;i 
(x)-Y-pii0nyl-y-vmlei^lactonef tap* t9°/0*l , ^%. *27*3% -
{1, 0*5) * : torso rocryst Allies tiers of crop Cl) from 75#
. alcohol tgevo ; {-•J-Y-phenyl-y-velerolectono, tap# 1O3°/0*S sm*#
oC?%- ~27*95a, (lf 0.5}« I further rocrystiiXXtosiion of the
.1? .
hructoa salt did not altar the rotatory power of the lactone*
f) • y-mothvl-y-ocrrola.ctone*'' All ’©ttempis- to rssolva 
this lactone with brucine* stryctaine■&nd quinine' were txnsuccess-!
toil* - In ell esses, on evaporation, -the pure alkaloid . i
~6Q~
evsmtu&lXy crystallised.oat Maying i'h& zmt*mci®3 Imctom' %n 
solut ion * flti t rant ing tl 10 sod 1 wn m t t of
caprolc acid with an ac^ iivalent -quant ity of brucine hydro-* 
chloride# tte ammo' result was' obtained*' •:
5* fha ot^Aiity of Optically Actltn ror*"3 of tegmenta 
r n i 4  ^ f y v p  ^ c H T  C o n c e r t  rated ■ ■■■
■ "la order to establish that ■ rao-@misa.tion occurred 
st the ilisa -of ^placement zm& mot before or eiior roplsco■"-cat 
m  '=»'■ con$®qt!©nc@ of' storeoisomoris&tion of' tte teagentsTor ■ 
products* the optically active forms'of oC-sotliyibutyrio -sold* 
dC-ptenyZppoptonla acid* yMselhylcaproic' acid# y  •phaa^lvslerio ' 
said* cX-Bydi^fK^plioiifiproplorio acid, y '- 
’■mproio sold end y^ !i^ dro>ty^ y«p!ienyl%?s.Xoric acid were tested to 
100° with &rt m m m  of concentrated cmistic sods for one hour# 
Tte acids ware all recovered tsnctengad and in no last race was 
any loss of rot story ■ poww'observed • ■
5# 6* with Potassium Permanganate in dilute
\- ^r^lino solution# . • •’ '
(In @11 .tte following mperimmt-Bg teieier1 ~ no 
pot costal pemeagonato arc! 'sodium- or potassium hydroxide sera 
employed}*
-61-
a) acid* 'ci-ac tlsylbuiyri© acid
(7*8.g*| wsa dissolved Is water (200 .©•©•) containing sodium
tedroxld© (20 .g*) .-and poitasliss  ^ iate (2*7 g #) in- water
(170 c*e>)-ms adOed (43 hour©) tothe vigorously '
©
stirred .solution at ■ 90' g * The mengasoso dioxide produced ■'was 
removed 127 tilt rat ion and the solution evaporated • t o tmlt IrnXk, 
under, reduced pressixr©*- ., fha’solution then'acidified' with
sulphuric acid# giving a largo' evolution of .carbon, dio&lde# and 
extracted with at ter in a contlmme. extraction apparatus* 
fte ethereal oztraotlon was shaken-'witb o®Xclisa-cKtorid© 
solution# which removed oxalic said as s white precipitate* 
dried/(%S0|) and the solvent evaporated* On distillation# 
s small quantity {about 0*2 g») of low boiling point material 
was'obtained# which contained'acetic acid, followed by 
oC-meihyXbuiyric acid {4*9 g*}#" tup* XOS-S0/XO- mm*# equivalent
• , g ,
103*2* ' Its j>*bromophenaeyl ’ester ted m»p« 53*5; (undepressed 
on mixing with «m- mthontic apectesti-*) ':'
In nine similar expepfUontd* tte ©quo** * telcms and 
the iemper&tur© of. reaction ware varied but the results were 
si! stellar and in no instance .could anyOC-hydimy'-^taetliyl- 
butyrlc acid be isolated* : However# In two further* somewhat 
modified .experiments {% il) © trace of o(-l^drc^HX-m©thyl- 
tetyrto maid was Isolated* ':'
6 2 —
V 5 ©) ii) (± e thylbutyrl c acid (15 g») was dissolved 
'in freshly re-distilled water {1200 c*c.) containing sodium ' 
hydroxide (40 g*)fand - potassium permanganate (15 g*} in water 
(700 eve*) added slowly during 48 hours at 90 r * The solution 
was not stirred The ■ solution was treated as in a) i) above. 
On'distillation of•the resulting oil, a' small quantity of low 
boiling material iss obtaitied, follwed by 0(-me thylbutyric acid 
(7*2 g.), b.p* €3°/l*5 mm* (identified as above}* A very 
small quantity of residual crystalline material in the dis­
tillation flash was sublimed at 1 mm. and gave(X-hydroxy-
©
(X-methylbutyric acid (0*05 g*), m.p* 69 0 (undepressed on t 
mixing'with an authentic specimen}*
' ^} («)-j3-methylvaleric, acid (19 g*) was dissolved in 
■water (1200 c,c«) containing sodium‘hydroxide (40 g. ),md
potassium permanganate (20 g.J'In water (1000 o• c.*} was slowly 
added' (24 hours) at GOh.y - The "solution was treated as in 
a} i> above* (Again a large evolution of carbon dioxide 
occurred on acidification}* The crude, acid .was purified by 
dissolving in sodium hydroxide -solution end extracting with .
ether* This extract.-contained a small quantity of methylethyl
x o
ketone, (Its 2 s 4 dinitropheryl hydrosone had m*p* 115.)*
Tbs aqueous layer was acidified extracted with ether, the.
ethereal extract dried (hgSO^) and the solvent evaporated.
BsItilXsticm ■ of the resulting oil gave- a . .snail • fraction of ..
acetic add*. b*p* - lOO.-* 103°/760 msu* foilowed by^-moihylveleric
O *acid (11*3 g« )# b»p* ■ 104'-/IB ■ vm* , A small: quantity of viscous 
yellow, residua could' not bo distilled at. 1 nm«
;'Five experiments,, similar .to.-the .above, gave the . . 
same" results- and in no instance .could ■ anjr ^-methjl-jfl-hydroxy-*'
valeric acid be detected* '
0 ) &mr'0+b~\V ’trric acid* The ifhove er**c **lsient was
W.u ftw aw-’lgwa W«HW» ■:•■ iagJj»U|fcig23w^Pa» _
repeated* using yric said (18 g*5* b*p* 86*.5Q/3 m*-.
#”1
Its jvbromophenacyl estop hsd m*p* 68" * (Schmidt* tonalen* 
1930, 483* 116)* ’ The pofsBsium porrnngrncto was completely
reduced to mar.gsnese dioxide in IS liro* BisiillstIon of. the
products purified as in. b), gave only^-mcthylbutyrie sold 
(10*6 g»>, b*p#; 54-7°/3 mm. Its j^bmnophenacyl ester had . 
m.p# 67°, - (urt ^ * sssed on mixing with an authentic specimen* 
together * I*’! a small. quantity of viscous* yellow material 
which did not distil at 1 in.
d) • (*)~^methylcappoio acid (10 g*) was dissolved, in 
water (1000 o*e*) containing potassium hydroxide (20 g#)9md 
potassium- permanganate (19 g#) in water- {25-0 e*e*) was' added"
■ ; 0 -
drop-wise to the stirred solution (9 hours) at-8Cf ■;.* ■ ■ The 
solution was treaiod'so In a) above and the oxidation r; oducts 
refluxed with dilute sulphuric acid (5 mimics) to convert- any
hydroxy a-old into the-lactone* After cooling, tie mixture 
msB Shaken with ether*'the extract washed with water end 
exhaustively slirkan with saturated sod lisa Ucarbon&te solution* 
The ethereal layer was dried (agil*) and the solvent.evaporated* 
leaving a vary smell residue- (ee* 0*1 g*) which smelled' strongly 
of yhiist!iyi«y^ceprolactoB0# had b*p*: mm** and ■ equivalent
l^^.S (C^lt^O^ requires 128)* : It was not possible to isolate
a derivative - with ‘nybrcwiepheBseyl bromide* r Hi© aqueous ‘layer 
was ■ shaken with sulphuric ©eld-and ether,the extract dried 
- {HgSO^l'rrd the-solvent evaporated*- . Distillation of the 
resulting- oil gcvayWsetliylcsproic acid (7*3 g* 5 .tap*--
00-92®/! mss., ©mtiirsleni 131.9 (C^^Og. requires 130), . Its 
p-hromophonacyl aster had m*p* 68*5° . (undepressed on .mixing ■.
■. with.'en'-suthentlc. specimen)*;- A small .quantity of .viscous" . 
yellow oil - ro^  *lned*. which-could not'' ho distilled * Yield - 
{on. ©old. taken), lx* .{or acid, oxidised) 2*7£*-k';. In-one. (d II)- ' 
of' five similar o-upcri c is'with modified conditions* r yield 
of 2uh ws-s. obtained# -but it was not. found' possible va 
. .reproduce this yield*
d) II) As i n i), tat without stirring end using freshly | 
rediStIliad water st a higher temperature ClOO^)f, for © shorter 
time (5 hours) C^5*Y“methyloaprolc sold C7 g.*}<X^ht*O0° p |
0.5 } gave {m J-yvmatliyl^-CBprolreto’na- C o .6  e.)«|°*o.0i ,
65
{1, .0*5), ■ and unchanged y* -methyleaproie . acid.' (4 g*), yield 
(on acid taken) ;(on-acid oxidized) 20$.
5* 7* ■'■■■■Oxidations with notasslum man/senate in dilute alkaline■  .
soliiv ion.:
fhe following general:procedure was adopted.
Potassium msnganat© was prepared, by heating a solution of 
potassium .permanganate.. (8,3 g,, 0,04 mols,) • and potassium 
hydroxide' (40 g« 5 in water (150 c*o,} on a steam bath until 
the solution was. green (SO ;.minutes)* The cooled solution 
was ;partially neutralised with•sulphuric acid (100 c,o,; &B)0
the carboxyl!c acid (0,04 mola*) added, and the green solution
o .
kept at 90 .until the green colour was discharged (10 - 30
minutes), After removing'the precipitated manganese dioxide 
by filtration, the solution;".was extracted with ether, end the 
aqueous-layer acidified and -again extracted with ether, The 
extract - was- dried (Mg30^ }, the solvent evaporated and th© 
product, distilled at reduced pressure, ft&eny-hydroxy'acids 
were formed,.*the product.was kept in § desiccator in vacuo 
over potassium hydroxide In order to convert the y-hydrmy acid 
-into ay-lactone* • . The resulting oil was exhaustively shaken 
with- saturated-•sodium bicarbonate- solution end then with ether. 
The ©theresi layer was washed with water* dried (MgSO^) and 
the solvent evaporated. The aqueous layer was acidified' and
treated in like manner*. •
■ Treatment. ofC^-melhylbutyrle acid end -mathyX- 
valeric acid with this reagent gave results' similar to those 
already obtained using potassium permanganate•' in dilute alkaline 
■aelution#- ' '
{4- J-Y-methylcswoie acid* - In "one - of three ©xnepi— 
ments ■ ip-which similar yields of y-mothyl-y-eeprolaciouo' ware 
obtained' from the'oxidation' of {^l-y-methyle&proie ‘©old (3*5 g*)f
OC^^I.DO0, (1, 0*5) r distillation of the product after shaking
. X) ”W0B . ■■-'.=
with sodium bicarbonate' solution and. extracting with - ether,- - 
'gavey-methyl-y-caprolacftone (1*1 g*)' b*pv So^/S m * 9o(^*1*23°
. (X, 0*5)* equivalent '125*9' (CyH^pOp- requires 128)* Its . 
npbromophemcyl ester bed sup* 13B° (iino--pressed. on'mixing-with 
SB authentic' specimen)* Aoid if lest ion: and. extraction of the
aqueous layar £ s y-msthylc&prolc acid (0*9 g*}*. h*p* 02Q/2 mm*
- . . ■ O  'Its ji-brDmophenacyl ester had sup* 65*5 (undepressed on mixing 
with' ©p- authentic specimen}# Hold (on acid ff *-jvJ47£'0 (on 
acid oxidized) G? *
Oxidation of C♦ J-V-^hcrTXvaleric acid* ' In one of
2-0
two Similar experiment s* • {*}*y-phenylvaleric acid (0*8' g*5o£^ : 
0 *(1, 0*5) gav% on distillation of the product.-obtained . 
prior to- laeionlsaiian, I) Y-phenyl-Y»*hyarozyvtleric. acid - 
(1.0 g.}, b.p. 102°/l Era., ecmlirelsr.t 1S4.1, m.p. 107.S°-U1.5<
Its-benzyl!sothiburoniura. wait' had. (undepressed on .
w  CHttcaworrwiiVt — . -. *
mixing with: an authentic specimen)| li)y--~phenyl valeric acid-
o
(0*4 g*), b*p, 122 /X ms# Its bcnzylisothiouronium salt had
*■ r W tNMWUHkMOi
m*p, 133° (undappt a^od on"mixing with an authentic specimen)* 
Yield (on acid taken) 62% 9 (on acid oxidized) 72;*, The 
y-lUuro\y-y-phonylvaleric acid was kept in a desiccator over 
potassium hydroxide at reduced pressing to convert it into; 
they-lactone* The resulting oil was shaken exhaustively 
with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution and ether,. . The 
ethereal layer v/ss washed with v/nter* dried (T rCO^) and the ,, 
solvent evaporated. Distillation gavey-methyl-y-v^lero- 
lactone, b»p* 123°/l mra«, (Xp^MU99° (JL# 0,5),
5, C.
r^n? over The/following; ■general:,.pro0edur©;/wa3radopted# r-The 
•..acid'.f.(0*02;. molsv) -in ,SQ-pe#a*- water-; containing' potassium, tr 
liydroxlde:s(40 -g« ) ;.was- vigorously - shaken with YGQ, 0,0# •of.;,an..
!solution' containing -potassium;' pemanganate.-,(d,3 ;g*, 0,04. mole*) 
and> potstsslum, hydrpxid a- (20-,'g* ) added: drop-wise, at 4^0° (* 1°) 
'•fjtoout- 20 minutes).#v; :i 'fhe -green'- solution- was’ cooled -in ioe;nnd 
-shaken -with-^ sulphur -dioxide until colourless# Hie ppeoipi- 
tated" kahganeso-'dloxld'© -'was- 'removed by' filtration and■ the 
products of oxidation isolated, as outlined in the general
in concentrated
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procedure for; oxidations - with potassium -permanganate7 in - yb 
Section 5*■ '7*-'- . ■ \ -.s i w -Yield u:n .hi
a) ■ (+)g6-methylbutyr 1 o acid# Four experiments were 
performed, giving yields; of OC-hydroxy-^f-methylbutyrlc"'acid"— 
between-60 and 81$#: : In one ease,: dlstillatiohfof ■ the’'product, 
.obtained - by. the- oxidation of, (+)-d-methylbu'tyric acid(2,0: g*'), 
Oi jy ■ >3 # 1 :;: { 1, • 0*5) •- gave i) unchanged "acid (0*8' b* pV-109 ■ /12
mm.-;and: ii5 O&hydroxy-Of-me thy lbut yrio'' acid (0,9 g® }, bVp*™’
o o117/12 Lmn«y m®p® 71 './(undepressed on mixing with an authentic
20 o
specimen), equivalent 117*1 (CgH^gO^ requires.113), Otp , 0.00 . 
Its £-bpomophenacyl ester had m#p# 80 (undepressed on mixing 
with an authentic specimen)• Yield (on acid taken) 46$,.
(on acid oxidised) 65$®
: .■ :~b) *■:-(- ?~flt-phenyl prop ionic a c id # : y Four experiments all • 
gave .over-'80$ yield ;"ofv (-J-^hydroxy-Of-phenyl propionic’ acid# -'"
In"one-'"case,;v-(-)- -phenyl-propionic acid (2*8 g#), o^^-9#07°
(1, 0*5) gave a product (2*6 g#) which solidified on -standing 
and gave, after .filtration, 'ij '(i)-CX-hydroxy-PV-phenylpropionic 
acid (2 g*),- m#p* (after sublimation at 1 mm*) 89., , 0*00
(1, ,0*5)# Its benzyl1sothiouronium salt had,m#p# 160° (both 
m*p#*s undepressed on mixing with authentic specimens),, and
. v ■ " - ' h-: •' ;- ■ ' 0
II) (-)-#-phenylpropionic 'acid (0*6 g#),'b*p#- US /l#5 mm*
Its horsy!Isothlcnironlm laalt ■ had -mi p#LdL48^ , ,.(tmd©pressed!, on
■ mixing:-with--in authentic specimen}#: -Yield: (on acid taken)
:05^# ..(on 'acid' ■"oxidised) 82$*#- ‘ hrp; m *■:,:*
c) . •(±)^~Methylviai©rle acid* Three experiments were 
performed but in no instance could any trace of &  ~hyd roxy«f3~
methylvaleric acid be isolated# In:each ease,.carbon dioxide 
\ 00 evolved on acidification, about 50^ unchanged acid was 
recovered and a small high-boiling residue remained after 
distillation of the products*
,    . *:■:a® rn,r<
: (  ^ d) A  ^ MethYlbutyrlc1 ac id .#. < One experiment -us ing
(3-aethylbutyrie •■■acid .gave ; resuits '..similar .to c) -.above,.-.so. n 
vlarge "scaleexperiment "using.-10times,the :quantitles .outlined
■ above':was-:;rperfemed^yi On acidification, ;large;quantities :.of 
carbon^dloxld'e-wereyeTOlved^. $0$ra£itbe j-acid "was recovered, mu*
yard -s -smali^:dark^Yisc0Us:residu0 remained after distillation 
of the products* .; .
q ) , (*0~y~M©thyloaproic acid» ; In .on©' of five ©xpeni* 
monts In which yields of (i)-y-niethyl-y~caprolactone varied ■ 
between 50 and 75$, {+)~y:*m0thylG&pr0le acid (2»6 g»), 
0Cp°*l*0Gof (1, 0#5) gave I) the y-laetone (1*2 g*)# b*p#
73°/0#5 mm«»C{|°, 0*00° (1» 0*5) equivalent 120*3' (C7I!I202'
■ requires 128)* Its n-broiiophonacyl ester had cup* 132°
(uhd©pressed ■ on imlxing.'.with,an authentic;specimen) and 1 II) ■
. 0
unchangedcaoidw(0*8:-g# b*p® -mm*,; equivalent 129.*2d
Cq.„1La0o requires 130) * .v:' ■ It a jvbromophemcyl ester had m*p*f JL &
64«5° ' (undepressed on mixing with an authentic specimen)*
Yield (an ©eld :'takeh)'46 ^ on; ©old oxidised) 67/5*.
In one experiment* an atmosphere of nitrogen was 
employed* but the yield (63$) showed no improvement*" However, 
since small quantities of oxygen may well be evolved during the 
course of the reaction, this probably has no significance*
In another experiment, the substituted malonie acid 
I (7 g.) was'oxidized under these conditions* The reaction 
was Instantaneous at room temperature* No-trace of.lactone 
could be isolated but the alkaline extraction gave a. small 
quantity of .;met.hylethyl ' ketone* .Distillation of the 'acidic 
material;:-gave-.y-methylcaproic-/acid ■•.(2*8•;gw)f: b#p« 95-100°/4• mm*
' produced ,by .decarboxylation- :of I*../, t t a
'  i .  ( i ) - c ~ j l c h ( c h „ ) o ir„ c %{c o 0 i i ) 0  ...............  .................
.. . . . < * * .  v? ' , 0  *~l .. ~ . .... ... . -
.•:>f - )“V-mat!i;irloctoic acid. (3*1 g* )/gay© y  ~methyl~ i.
y.-octpla-ctone .-.(1*8;, g* ), ,b*p* 84°/l ;mra#,/ Its .benzyllaothiour-
onium: salt;.had m.p# 115*51;(undepressed on. mixing-with, an : -
authentic: sample)., r-and- unchanged..acid (0>#5 g*), b*p* 108°/2 mm*
o
benzyl 1 sothlouronlum -saltm*p*-; 139; <" ' -.(undepressed; on "mixing
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with,.an"authentic. specimen)* The reaction was slower than 
usual (about' "40"-minutesK and • some 'frothing.occurred, ,r< Yield 
(on acid .taken) 58%, (on acid oxidized) 70%*. .....
g) (.-»)-Y»ohenyl valeric aoid, (Half quantities were 
used in this experiment)• The isolation process was modified, I
V' / » 2 0 Q
b s  in experiment 5. 7 *  ©bore* The acid \1«3 g , ), o ( p  ,+l#84 j
(^1, 0*5) gave (~)-y~hydroxy-y-ph©nylv®lerie acid (0.58 g*), 
b.p* 82 /0*1 mm*, m*p. 104*5 (undepressed■on mixing with an 
authentic specimen)'and unchanged phenylvaleric acid
(0.3 g*), b*p* 99°/0*l mm. Its benzyl iso thiour on lii.m salt 
had m * 132°,’(undepressed ' on mixing-with an"-authentic specimen)*; 
Yield (on acid;, taken) 41%, (on acid oxidized), 53$.
h) Bthylmethylphenylmethane (5 ■&*) gave an’initial ;
rapid react ion which’ ceased'- after, the-, addition *of about 15% 
of the potassium permanganate solution* Even on warming to 
80°t•, the reaction was very.slow indeed'(slower than would have |
been expected in the absence-of the hydrocarbon)* Distillation 
of the acidic portion gave benzoic ©old (0*25 g*), m*p. 121°C■ 
(undepressed on mixing with an authentic specimen). The 
crude benzoic acid had a characteristic-peroxidic smell and 
gave an immediate blue colouration,,..with KI~starch paper but 
although this suggested the presence of■perbenzoic acid, 
isolation proved impossible.
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5* 9*h Oxidation' of V-branched -chain acids-by ■"«. combination of
. <wi>fi‘>ia a f y ww« «*»waMaBBB9iJ..iWB' **»i t,<g  Hi<i*wwi» M y ' *»iiiwwgaawimTT^ju«^i*-»y«»mw«fciraB^ n«tat*4!W!8i>««MWtfiu!.iu».»uwir‘j '»wi
.This ^ me tftod Is-# considered XO-'b© 'most.■'satisfactory'--—- 
for - th® preparation of /-hydroxy ' carboxylie acids-for th@V;
following raasotisi- - ' V : ry-i.iy-y^ co
V  X'-'— hl5 ■ Tli© ■■'yield® '"obtained 'are ’!hlgh (about . 7 0 rB0%}*
j,;';:..;" : o -The'-oxidising agent":--(KHnO£) -'is .''readlly available
(In contrast with potassium manganate)*
111) The. Isolation process'is less laborious than that 
.for oxidations in concentrated alkaline solution
(KMnOj* 0 - *■■0 ■
4 I s
i -Xv) : Only': one-third:, the quant lty, of. pot as slum
':' permanganate "used In-oxidations in concentrated 
alkaline solution is required* b
The general procedure was - a solution of the acid
(0*02 mol*) and potassium hydroxide (40 g*} in-'-water (SO c*c*)
O ?
was Vigorously rshaken -at'. 40 o with ■ m: .solution '-"(100"-e #o«)
. . . . .  I  . . .  .,- ,, ; . . . . .
containing pot asslum ^ permanganate (2.1" g*, 0*0167 mol«) and" 
potassium hydroxide (6 g*) added drop-wise during some six 
minutes* The resulting green solution was partially 
neutralised "with sulphuric "acid r(X00" o*e.‘# -6 H) -and kept"-at-; 
90°' uniIX Hhe green -colour waa ■ discharged': (10 rainui es )'♦ v ; The 
manganese dioxide ::was -removed by filtration,'- and -the products, 
extractedyas^in/:theexperiments with'.potassium.■■manganatec:-6■- 
t{Sect ion 13 * 7* .<■ abovo )* "
5*-10#-' Oxidations -ttaittg" non~alkallne-: reagent g
a) Oxidation with potassium dichromate#
firiiOTrnnTOi^iiriiMjiiioiT^^TrrrTnTtii mu iim'ifW"1"  r  mi mf T M*MT^*trfn' li^lllr^r^Hlt''V"1^",,*1"l" l^"r’,l"^ 1', ' ‘f i itni'irnrtiT11 mu iri'r “T 1 i 'in "  i . t  i"*
Jt,v v v--,lTh$-;:conditions..usedjfn the..earlier*..experiment.3  - were
similar, torthosc,of^Lawrence, (X #0*S#f 1899527)jtrho* using 
potassium-diehromste. in. dilute^sulphuric acid# converted -
U) (11)
Isopropyl /suocitiiC:. acid pintoytarchie &cid,y-y end ;■■., vf. yyp
(iii) (iv)
isopropylglut ar.ic y ©old y into; terpenylic© o l d . * each,
in ;■ about:50$....yield*V* ^Vv^v:. zvt;-:^ r at^
■ih ry > 7 7. h : 7 .Hh:7:./yh, , yy,
0- CO
' - h.;..., "h.y; S--" Ppp-pp rf ' v .7-7■■ v:'= ^  I .y.- 7 I PU,3
(1) (CH„ )-,CtT *CH•CH~COnH (11)'(CII„ L  *0 *CH«Cj
C0oH    ■ ' r COnH -
V  .. .  ._  £ >
-V ' ]  - a  . . . . . . - i
CO
■a ■ ''.a : .... -.:: c  a-;V .... ; . S. ,/ . , .. | |
(ill) (C!L)o .CH.CH.CHo.C0„H (iv) {CH„ )„ ,C .CH.CIL
CHo .CO^H CHg'.COgH'
■7 . 7 ; 7 7 . 7 / .  ; 7  7 7
In5 the. later- experiments, - variations' of temperature
concentration and strength of;..acid-; wore mde.: but. in. none -of 
the..fifteen attempts made was^  it;possible;..to.;isolate a trace 
of the.:, corresponding- hydroxy .acid., frostX^methylbutyrio, acid *. 
£~me.thyl valeric ■ acid or. y-m© t hjl e a pro io: acid • 7;: Only (3 -methyl
valeric acid underwent •-.significant -oxidatiom vv- Details of •■.a 
typical "experiment pare • given hoi u.;x:.;V" 3 ■•■ v-x c 1-
7 /S~m®th3& valeric; acid ., (2 ; g*) .was /vigorously, stirred/,/,
. with,'.a (solution/ of • potassium• dichromat® -(8 g* hand /sulphuric -. /(./
. acid (6 ;:c*c*)/irrwater (12 -0*0#) / for 36:. hours at: 100°*.':■/■.-Th©?.- 
mixture was • cooledr •' the ethereal / extract.(- dried •' (SfgBO|) 7 and /.y/>•• 
the solvent ;- ©vap6rst©d » ' • • fh© • r©suit ing oil ' was, shaken with 
sodium bicarbonate - solution and ether* ', . ' the ethereal-: layer w-* 
was • dried "(MgSO^) and- the solvent evaporated* /(K.On('fractional/"C.y.;:
distillation, methyl ethyl ketone (0*2'. g,) was (obtained ;-v::b*p*
o o
78'.-•*!.■• 80-;♦ -/(its'2-4• dinitrophenyl~hydrazon© had m*p* 114*5 *
Th© aqueous layer was acidifled and extracted? the ethereal
. extract was'-dried;:\.(%30A) and after' evaporation of the solvent,
the resulting oil was frsctionately distilled, giving •
$-®ethylval©ric acid (0*6 g.), tup* 96 - 98°/l8 mm® ' =Its -
■ •■•■•• ..... .......... -0'
£-bromop]ienacyX ester had m«p* 56 (undepressed by mixing with
an authentic specimen) and leaving a small quantity of viscous
material which could not be distilled at 1 mm*
b) Oxidation'with Fenton1s Reagent'
,;X/'. (■ n.r.(t )~o(~phenyl propionic acid ' (S' -g,) was vigorously /;
' shaken-with absolution of ferrous sulphate(360 e»e«, 0*1!?) 
in -dilute"sulphuric - acid 'and hydrogen peraxid® (45 o.a*, 10 vol«) 
was added at -room-temperature*-There-was an immediate, rapid
75~
evolution 'of carbon ■■■'dioxide ( 2 2 0  ■ c«et) correspond ing- to "the v '; -: 
decarboxylationof about ■ 50$ - of the acid used•: -■■'The - reaction•' 
mixture •was • extracted with ether"'andrthe4'ethereal-;layer washed, 
dried-(MgSO^)-Jand the solvent evaporated*- She-resulting-'thick 
brown■•"Byrap was "shaken-'with''''saturated soditim bicarbonate sol** 
ut ion -and ether* '• -:The ethereal layer,=•after ■..■drying "and '-‘"evapor­
ation ~ of the solvent, gave:aedtophenona -(0*5 g#/;20$), ;"b#p*
o o
200 . * Its • phenyl**hydrasone had m#p# 105 * - -Acidification and
extraction:'of'the aqueous layer gave unchangedot-*phenylprQpionic
acid i(l#4,'g## -47^ ). ‘and 'small quan title a of a viscous Fbrowri vr-:t
liquid "of; high'boiling'point* v
o) Chromium^t rf oxide in acetic acid or acetic.
(i) Chromium trioxide (0*1 g*) In water (50 c »c•) and 
glacial acetic acid (50 c#e*) was refluxed with a large excess 
of y«raethylceprolc acid* the solution remained orange,'indic­
ating that the chromium trioxlde had not been reduced and only 
unchanged starting material was isolated*
(11) Finely powdered chromium trioxlde (2 g*) In.., 
glacial acetic acid (50 c#c*) was stirred with y-m@thylcapro.lc 
acid (4 g*> at room temperature'for 6 hours* Again, no 
reaction took place#■
o
(ill) As (11) but the mixture was warmed to 60 c,
whan a bright flash was observed# The mixture was. cooled and
•"•TS—/ ,,,
treatedcwithuethyl>eleohoi {to destroy.any soxivalent chromium)*
Host'of the ...acetlo .-.add v/as removed by-vacmsm distillstloti -and 
tjho, tervalent.-chromium- was- precipitated.,as Cr (OH) •  with?;ammonla 
solution*.:-;; After/filtration* gtha solution,was acidified .and--/'.g 
ext raoted -with: ether and ..,the ethereal /.solution; shaken . with 
dilute ;caustic; soda;solution* ;; /fh©,- resulting ethereal, extra.ct 
contained, no-, organie,/material* ,-;Vfhe ;;ac^ eous'/solution:-was 
acidified#: r-shaken-with ©than# , ©nd ,the - ethereal layer dried. 3' 
(MgSCt). and, distilled# ...after-evaporation, of ,,th© solvent*. ,/ Th&
Qresultingy-methylcaproic acid (2,®.S g*).,had;b«p»- :9G-$&/6 toa*
o
fits j3ybromophenaeyl /-ester had m*p* 63 , (undepressed ■ on -mixing.^ ;- 
with.an authentic, sample)* A<small,quantity of;.i.yiscpus
materialr@ma.inod*,vwhich, could; not. be d 1stilled ,at ,1  ,mm* .
; {iv.) - A solution of. chromium., trioxide .♦ (2 /g«), in -acetic / - 
anhydride ,wascautiously, -added..f py^methyXcaprolQ acid; M.,g*);;-,,/:, 
in - acetic anhydride* tu. The t s olut ion ;-went. green - instant m e  ously.,, 
end. the . very vigorous reactionrequired / OonsiderabXe •;cooling*. 
cThe■oxidation:-products ,were extracted as in ; experiment',(ill)„ 
above*: with-similar,,result a* ,p n n ;/)
-:V;,f,: -;-r,l,A,:maber of ■ experiments war© performed on<X-raethyl- 
butyrio acid;and^3-methylva.lerle ■ acid using the.same procedure, 
with,similar-f.resuits*,-? t-vf--.uu ,;u -.nrucrr ' •■ A,
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- ' cl) •=Oxidation■ with hydrogen peroxide ■ and repaelds- v:*v
■ ,• t ■. C1). -..-Using OC-methylbixtyrio acid :in, 0x0033.: formic .racid
and, two_ ©quivalent3;,-of,,hydrogen.-peroxide« . hydrogen peroxide :j
(25 g#-?-.30$) waa added , to,formic;; acid (100 c*o#). (with-stirring)
at, room.. temperature * :,:^.^-m0thyltatyrie;;sold; (10 g*) -.was ; slowly
added., and tbe.. solution : stirred at room temperature,.for -24,hours*
■ 0
Ihe. excess-; formic acid, was ^evaporated at 40 9 at reduced
pro a sura a nd ; t h©. re s idue. ext raot©d -with. et lie r * d ri© d (MgSO-J
• and;the -.ether evaporated at*reduced pressure# -. • .• Fractional
0 '
.^distillation -.gave,oil ; {A}/. (3 #5 g# },...b#p* ■ 65 ,/X5. mm# and.,, h:A-}
^-methylbutyric ■acid>.{5|l...gi|).jb*p*-':41?/0#5 mra# equivalent /103*2
(C5%O°0 102)# , It® j^bromophenaoyl .ester had ®#p*
o
54: t (undepressed .-..on ..mixing;with an i.authent ie * specimen;«7 ;:Tha 15 
oil ' (A) (0*52 which•: had. at characteristic : *peroxid©*r •smell • 
and gave • a. - strong peroxide ■-. react ion: with: potassium ..iodlde-st arch 
. paper, .on- boiling with,.sodium ;sulphite;.;solution# gaveflf-methy 1- 
butyric- acid. (0*41-g») identified;.aa;-above*'Since 0#52:..g*::;, 
oC.-raethjlperhutyrie .acid: is . equivalent :;;to 0*45, g*, -methyl- 
butyric acid,-.it was.,; eonclud©d ?that oil ((A) ;-wasOC^methyl-?%_ 
perbutyric acid * ,1 s. n  ^ - .-
q. v.,.. . (11) Using R(-methylbutyric acid - and ,30$ ...hydrogen 
vperoxida ....(catalysed by ■ a- trace,of, tertiary., butyl hydroperoxide) *
oi-methylbutyric.-.acid -(5. gf) was slowly added to. vigorously
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stirred li^ clrogen peroxide ; {11*5 ;:g 30$):at -• room temperature
and tertiary-butyl hydroperoxide {5 drops) was added# After
24 hours, the mixture ■ was shaken, with ■ at bar, dried {lgSO^}; and
the extract treated as in (1) .'.above#. .^Similar; results .wereV
o
'observed* The experiment was repeated at 50 , giving-an 
increased yield of perseid but at 70 # frothing occurred and - 
only a. trace of perse id was Isolated#
(111) tJslngy-methylcaproio:acid and hydrogen per­
oxide (25$) catalysed by a trace of concentrated sulphuric acid# 
y -methylcaproio•acid <13 g«)# hydrogen peroxide {10 c#c*f 25$) 
and two drops concentrated sulphuric acid were,sealed in a test 
tube and shaken for three days at room temperature* The 
mixture was shaken with ether and.the extract treated as in {!)• 
above#. Distillation gave an oil (3), b*p* 50°/3 m u  (with 
decomposition) and yimethyl cap role acid b*p, 86 /0#5 mn*,
- ‘ -V-,-; ■■■■;■ Q
equivalent 130,4* Its g~brorio'! onacyl ester had sup* 62*5 
{undepressed on mixing with an authentic specimen}* Oil (B), 
which gave reactions characteristic of a peroxide or peracid, : 
was treated with sodium sulphite @a in (1) above* 0*69 g* 
gave 0*60 g* ^ -methyloaprolc acid, identified as above. Bines 
0*69 y-msthylpercaproic acid is equivalent to 0*615 g* 
y-methylcaproic acid, it was concluded that oil (B) was probably .
. y-mothylperoaprolc acid, „ ^
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5* 11* Experiments - involving the polymerisation - of - -• 
acpylonitrile
f Freshly - distilled acrylonitrlle: .{0*5;:,, c*e*).,t b*p«p;:v;
o #
77-78 /760,:mm»f was added in; turn:\to--the-following; solutionsi-
i) Sodium hydroxide (8 l)§ . A cle^r solution was formed 
which on acidification remained clear* 
li) 'Potassium permattganate (0.02 M) s A clear brown
solution was formed, due, presumably,, to oxidation of 
the monomer and formation of colloidal manganese - 
dioxide, but no polymer separated# 
ili) Potassium p@ma.ngsnat© (0*02 M) acidified with dilute 
sulphuric acids A clear brown solution was rapidly 
formed but, again, no polymer separated# 
iv) Potassium permanganate (.0*02 M) in sodium hydroxide 
solution (1 H)% The solution turned brown-green 
initially and then, slowly, clear brown*' Th© 
solution was exactly neutralised by addition of an 
equivalent quantity of dilute sulphuric ©eld* Ko 
polymer separated*
‘ v) Potassium permanganate (0*02 M) in sodium hydroxide 
solution (3 U)i The solution turned green instant­
aneously and then- slowly turned cloudy* On cooling 
in ice and neutralising v/ith m  equivalent quantity
■80-
of dilute sulphuric acid, a heavy flocculent
precipitate was produced# This was removed by
filtration, washed with sodium sulphite solution (to
remove small quantities of manganese dioxide5, end
o ,
then dried at 70 /2 msu for 2 hours# An analysis 
gave H 25*8$, C 63%, H 5*78$* (C I^H requires II 26«4|f 
C 68$, H 5*6?$)# (The rather poor agreement may have 
been due to slight hydrolysis to th© amide G^B HQ)#
. - u D
